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Rains, Hail, Floods Hit
Area; Damage In Millions
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Heavy weekend storm damage to
crops in Western Kentucky and Southwest Tennessee was reported on Monday, following rains throughout the
two-day period.
The most complete damage report
came from the rich delta land of Fulton County.
Here, said County Agent John
Watts, the excessive rainfall will cost
Fulton farmers $300,000 to $400,000 in
cotton, corn and wheat losses.
The annual income from Fulton
farms is between $4 million and $5
million.
Watts said nearly six inches of
rain fell in his county and that low
spots of the flat croplands were flooded.
This will cause extensive loss of young
cotton plants arid corn, he said.
"Our damage has been considerable but it isn't anything from which
we can't recover. Our people will plant
soybeans in the low spots that have
been hard hit. Of course this means we
have lost what it took to plant the corn
and cotton to start with and, also, cotton and corn usually bring a little more
money than soybeans," Watts reportMuch of the vast Fulton crop of
corn escaped major damage—since it is
(Continued On Page Ten)

Spirited Legislature Races
Spotlight Tuesday Vote
Next Tuesday. May 23, Kentuckians will go to the polls to select party
candidates in the primary, concluding
what some observers regard as "one
of the dullest" political contests in
State history around the state at large.
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Henry Ward, Democratic candidate for governor in Tuesday's primary
will be in Fulton County Monday,
May 22, with a huge motorcade, reminiscent of the campaign wind-ups of

Rural Water System To
Be Discussed Monday

A
OUTSTANDING KENTUCKY WOMEN —
Ten women were selected as outstanding
Kentucky women at a luncheon yesterday at
Spindletop Hall. Among those at the luncheon
were (front row from the left) Mrs. Libby
Walthall, president of the Kentucky Federation of Business and Professional Women's
Clubs which sponsored the luncheon; Mrs.
Louise Hutchins, Berea, one of the honorees,

and John M. Lewis, executive vice president
of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, who
presented the awards. Second row: Mrs.
Johanna Westpheling, Fulton; Mrs. Pauline
Lewis, Frankfort; Mrs. Joy Bale, Elizabethtown; Mrs. Susan Schmidt, Henderson, and
Mrs. Lucille Blazer, Ashland, all honorees.
(Staff Photo).

Monday evening May 22 a general
meeting has been called at the South
Fulton City hall for all persons interested in a rural water service system
serving Tennessee areas beyond the
city limits of South Fulton.
A representative of the firm of
Nichols Engineering Company of
Union City, consulting engineers on
the job, will be present. The firm is
working with the South Fulton City
Commission on the proposed project,
which would be financed by bonds.
In the near future, petitions for
Rural Water Service will be distributed to all residents in the surrounding
areas in Tennessee.
Persons interested are cordially
invited to attend Monday's meeting.
Listed below are the rate schedules for water service as prepared by
the consulting engineer.
MONTHLY RATE SCHEDULE
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the late Alben W. Barkley.
The tour, made famous by the late
beloved Alben W. Barkley, includes
stops in all of the Purchase counties.
The Veep made this tour on electioneve for many years stumping for his
own candidacy as well as many other
Democrats.
Ward, the odds-on favorite to win
the primary by a large majority, will
speak at 11 a. m. in Hickman and at
12:15 p. m. in Fulton.
A native of McCracken County in
Western Kentucky, Ward will spend
the last two days of his campaign touring his home area.
"I know of no better way to conclude a successful campaign than to return home where the people live who
have had a chance to know me best,"
Ward said.
During the final week of the campaign, Ward motorcades will tour 16
counties in Western Kentucky, including McCracken where Ward began his
education in public service as a young
newspaperman and legislator at the
knee of the late "Veep."
During his campaign, Ward has
emphasized that he is running on his
record as a newspaperman, legislator,
businessman and administrator of two
of the largest departments in state
government—highways and conservation — and, more importantly what he
can do and will do for Kentucky.

The heavily-Democratic First DisKentucky's commissioner of corn- commissioner of commerce in the 0-3,000 gallons
$5.50 minimum charge
trict has a choice of ten candidates for merce, a Frankfort realtor, the wife of United States and is the first woman to 3,000 - 5,000 gallons
$1.20 per thousand
Governor headed by former Highway the president of Berea College, a mem- serve in that capacity in Kentucky.
5,000 - 10,000 gallons
$1.00 per thousand
Commissioner Henry Ward, a native ber of the University of Kentucky
040 per thousand
Mrs. Pauline Lewis has been a 10,000 - 15,000 gallons
son, who has strong administration board of trustees and a Fulton news- real estate broker
0.60 per thousand
in Frankfort for the 15,000 - 20,000 gallons
support, and who is well-liked in his paper editor are among Kentusiky'4s last twelve
GENERAL MEETING
0 40 per thousand
years aid in 1966 was se- Over 20,000 gallons
district. Ward's strongest opponent ten outstanding women.
TAPPING FEE SCHEDULE
The general membership meeting
lected as Kentucky Roaltor of the
apparently is an aging former-goverThe women were honored at a Year.
3/4 inch tap'
of the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber
S 75.00
nor A. B.("Happy") Chandler, who un- luncheon last Saturday, May 13, at
of Commerce.will be held in the ChamDr. Hutchins is the wife of the 1 inch tap
125.00
til this week had scarcely created a Spindletop Hall, sponsored by the_ president of
/
2 inch tap
ber building at 7 p. m. next Monday,
175.00
Berea College. A doctor of 11
ripple in the quiet campaign waters Kentucky Federation of Business and medicine, she
May 22. All members are urged to at225.00
aided in establishing the 2 inch tap
until he ventured to Paducah, stoutly Professional Women's Clubs. The Mountain Maternal
3/4 inch tap used for an average home.
tend.
Health League, an
maintaining that he has the nomina- luncheon, the first of its kind to be organization
aiding planned parenttion "won". Another opponent is Har- held in Kentucky, marked the first an- hood in 34
Eastern Kentucky Counties.
Rust Retires
GUEST SPEAKER
ry Lee Waterfield, also a native son, niversary of the presentation of the
Mrs. Lucille Blazer is currently
H. A. Rust, traveling train auditor
Dr. H. H. Boston of Union City
present Lieutenant-Governor and for- report on the Status of Women,
the only woman serving on the UK will be the guest speaker tonight of the Illinois Central and former Fulmer running-mate of Chandler's, and
Honored were Miss Katherine Board of Trustees, is a member of the (Thursday) at the annual fish fry to be ton trainmaster, will retire June 1st
seven others. The complete copy of the Peden, Hopkinsville; Mrs. Pauline Authority
for Education TV,Kentucky held at 6:30 p. m.in the First Methodist after 50 years' service. He lives in
ballot will be found elsewhere in this Lewis, Frankfort; Dr. Louise Hutchins, Commission
for Fine Arts and the Ohio Church, sponsored by the Morman B. Dyersburg.
issue.
Berea; Mrs. Lucille Blazer, Ashland; Valley Medical Advisory Council.
Daniel class. All men of the church are
Interest in the Lieutenant-Gov- Mrs. Joy Bale, Elizabethtown; Mrs.
Mrs. Bale is responsible for the or- invited.
Steve Jones Wins
ernor's race has centered on Robert Mary Helen Byck, Louisville; Dr. Lor- ganization of the League of Women
Jones, son of Dr. and Mrs. J.
Steve
("Bob") Matthews, presently Attor- raine Golden, Louisville; Mrs. Eloise Voters in Elizabethtown, served as
Free Measles Shots
L. Jones of Fulton and a graduating
ney-General, and Senator Wendell Cissell Lewis, Louisville; Mrs. Susan state president of the League from 1947
Free measles shots, sponsored by senior at Fulton High school, has been
Ford, Owensboro. Both have visited J. Schmidt, Henderson, and Mrs. Jo- to 1950 and has been president of the the Obion County
Health Department, declared first-place winner in the Valthe area several times and are well- hanna Westpheling of Fulton.
Friends of Kentucky Libraries for the will be given children ages 1-6 at the ley District essay contest on Good
known here. A third in their race, HarMiss Peden is the only woman
(Continued On Page Ten)
South Fulton City Hall May 31.
Citizenship.
ry King Lowman, Ashland, long-time
member of the legislature, is relative- Jo's Notebook On The Campaign Trail
ly unknown here.
Eight other state offices are included on the ballot.
However, if the state-at-large
campaign can be characterized as thus
by Jo Westpheling
(auto, bus, planes, etc.) Gladys and I
far "dull and quiet", the area battle for
(With Gladys Ward)
have talked long about our common inseats in the legislature has been both
"I'm a jack of all trades."
terests, not so much on political lines
lively and vigorous. A spirited drive by
That's what Gladys Ward tells the as on the lady-of-house role we
a young Mayfield lawyer, Carroll Hubthousands of Kentucky women who both share.
bard, Jr. to unseat State Senator
have attended the many meetings held
I'll add my impression of her.
George Brand has been carried
in her honor all over the State as she She's master of many, for she
does
throughout the length and breadth of
caampaigns vigorously for her hus- them well.
the First Senatorial District since early
band, Henry, a candidate for the
When Henry Ward first saw her
in the year via the communications
Democratic nomination for governor.
more than 30 years ago he proved himmedia, circulars, cards, letters and perIn these last few days before the
self a fast worker with an eye for beausonal visiting. Both candidates are
election on May 23 it is my pleasure to
ty.
working long and hard on their cambe travelling with Gladys, state woMRS. WARD had a job at the
paigns and against each other. A third
men's chairman Mrs. Anne Combs of
Irvin Cobb Hotel, Paducah, and Henry
man in this race is Elton Ramage, also
Lexington and on various occasions
was city editor of the Sun Democrat.
a Graves Countian, who has chosen to
with Mrs. Frances Breathitt, wife of
They first met when Gladys, a
ork quietly and away from the fanthe present governor of Kentucky and stunning brunet,
was a candidate in
are that has surrounded his opponwith Mrs. Bert Combs wife of the forthe beauty pageant which Henry was
nts.
mer governor and soon-to-be sworn in
to judge.
In the race for State Representaas a Federal Judge for the Kentucky
The contest was Sept. 3.
ive, encumbent Henry Maddox,a Fuldistrict.
Gladys won it and Henry.
on Countian, is opposed by Tot Wal-This week I have been the princiShe became Henry's bride Sept.
;on from Ballard County. Maddox
pal speaker at meetings in Prestons- 24!
ust gain enough strength from the
burg (Monday), Ashland (Wednesday)
NOW SHE COMES second with
•wer end of his district to offset that
and Bowling Green (Thursday).
Henry, who is dedicated to,his public
f Waldon, who is reportedly strong in
Although I have known Gladys
e upper two river counties where he Gladys Ward says she is no speech-maker, but she Ward for a very long time, I have got- service role which he has f011owed for
many years. "I don't like taking second
is a good sport when it comes to thanking people
in the insurance business.
ten to know a lot more of this hand- place, but it's something I must put up Gladys Ward is shown greeting the crowds that
for
support
their
of
her
husband. Mrs. Annie
have been attending meetings of her husband's
Principal interest in and around
some,dynamic, and extremely friendly with."
candidacy for governor. Candidate Ward is shown
ulton centers on the race for Gover- Combs, state campaign chairman is standing be- former resident of Paducah.
Gladys describes her husband as In left background beaming at his "campaigning"
, , Lieutenant-Governor, State Sena- hind Mrs. Ward. The meeting was in ElizabethRiding along in all kinds of weatown.
wife.
' and Representative.
(Continued On Page Ten)
ther, and all kinds of transportation
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Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, May 18, 1967

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

IDOEGVir COIR.HEE

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

OPPORTUNITY

Tuesday Is Election Day In Kentucky;
Have You Decided Who yo u Are Going To Vote For?
Next Tuesday, May 23, is Primary
election day in Kentucky, and as far as
the Purchase area is concerned, it is
the "Big One" for State legislative candidates, since they have no Republican
opposition.
Please plan to cast YOUR vote
next Tuesday. It is an often-sad spectacle in this country that people are
too occupied or too lazy to go to the
polls and vote, when for instance, in
the little war-torn country of Viet Nam
they risk their neck to participate in
this freedom of choice to select their
leaders. We fight furiously so Viet
Nam can do these things, then don't
even do them ourselves!
Are we too well-fed, -fat and lazy
to go to the polls and exercise a little
intelligence in voting for men to run
our State and to represent us in its legislature? We hope not, although the
record proves that far too many people
just don't seem to want to take the
trouble: they just don't care.
There has been spirited campaigning among candidates running for
State Representative and State Senator in this area, and all have made
their stands pretty clear. As this issue
goes to press, practically all of them
have taken space in it for a final word
to say to you. READ their statements,
CONSIDER their qualifications and
what they stand for, and then go VOTE
next Tuesday for whomever you best
think reflects your thinking.

The News has not sought to influence your thinking one way or other on
these local Legislative races, except to
say that whoever goes to Frankfort
from this area needs to be a good,
strong voice of the area who will represent us creditably, and be a reflection of our good judgement.
Nor have we singled out one man
in the Democratic contest for Lieutenant-Governor.
The Governor's race, however, is
different. We believe that in Henry
Ward we have an excellent administrator, a fair and tough executive who
does as he says, and says as he does
with no double-talk, and a fine record
of achievement to back it up. Henry
Ward is certainly a friend of Fulton's
and a friend of the Purchase. His integrity is beyond question and has
never been under attack even by his
most irritated opponents. He has
handled hundreds of million of dollars
in State money during his years of influence in State Government, and not
even his severest critic ca naccuse him
of pocketing one dime of it, or of using
his influence to build a personal empire of any sort. He just isn't that kind
of a man.
THAT'S the kind of man we hope
will be Kentucky's next Governor.
If you think one of the other candidates can do better, by all means
VOTE for him next Tuesday, but. .
when Tuesday rolls around. .. VOTE!'

Congratulations, Grads! What's Ahead For You ??
School's out this week, and around
the twin cities there are eighty-four
graduates who have completed their
twelve years of schooling.
Our congratulations to all of you.
What's next? we might add.
By all means go to some college if
you possibly can make it. Get all of the
education you can possibly get; work
your way through if you have to; you'll
never regret taking four more years to
prepare you for a lifetime of earning.
A college education means a better job,
more money, more enjoyment and
much better circumstances for you in
years to come. If you don't get it now,
you'll never get it.
There will be some of you who
have starry-eyed visions of becoming
"great" in some specific field . . . and
we say to you "that's wonderful".
Buckle down and devote every energy
to climbing the ladder in whatever
field you want, and YOU CAN DO IT.
Nothing is impossible if you have a
mind to do it and the determination to
stay with it. Once you are out of high
school, you began to specialize in some
particular field, and there is plenty of
room and fine opportunities in almost
any specialized field or profession you

choose. You don't need money and you
don't have to be the smartest in the
class to get good jobs and make your
way "up". All you need is determination, and application! ... and be willing to work. It's really that simple.
There will be a lot of you who just
don't know WHAT you want to make
of yourself yet. You're mentally milling around wondering what you ought
to get into .. . what you are suited for
.. . what you should choose for a life's
work. To you, our advice is to go on to
college by all means, and let the doors
of your mind begin to open as your
schooling continues and you will surely find yourself before this important
4-year period is over. You've got to
give yourself a chance.
To all eighty-four of you graduates, we would like to leave this last
little thought: wherever you go, whatever you specialize in, however long
you may be away, however glamorous
the life in the larger cities may seem
in your first post-school years of freeddom, always remember that the life in
a small town is a good life, and we
would hope that someday you will
come back heer to stay. You are living
in one of the finest areas in the nation.

They do me wrong who say I come no more
When once I knock and fail to find you in,
For every day I stand outside your door
And bid you wake, and rise to fight and win.
Wail not for precious chances passed away,
Weep not for golden ages on the wane!
Each night I burn the records of the day;
At sunrise every soul is born again.
Like a boy at splendors that have sped,
To vanished joys be blind and deaf and dumb;
My judgments seal the dead past with its dead,
But never bind a moment yet to come.
Tho' deep in mire, wring not your hands and weep:
I lend my arm to all who say,"I can!"
No shamefaced outcast ever sank so deep
But yet might rise and be again a man.
Dost thou behold thy lost youth all aghast?
Dost reel from righteous retribution's blow?
Then turn from blotted archives of the past
And find the future's pages white as snow.
Art thou a mourner? Rouse thee from thy spell;
Art thou a sinner? Sins may be forgiven;
Each morning gives thee wings to flee from Hell,
Each night a star to guide thy feet to Heaven.

.—Walter Malone
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CoffmanBy Brenda Rowlett

Romance and adventure, laughter ed him.
THE
SMOKEJUMPERS, by
and illusion, dreams and desperate
hopes, fear and angry resentment Randle M. Hurst. The Smoke—these things have prodded men's jumpers is the true story of flying
minds as they walked toward our parachute jumping, and fire fightcentury. Their insight is our heri- ing. Every smokejumper in the
story is a living person, every
tage.
A SHORT HISTORY OF AFRICA, place is a • real place, and every
by Roland Oliver. For years now event actually happened.
there has been an urgent need for
MOVIN' ON UP, by Evan Mca concise history of Africa. Al- Clead Wylie. "Gospel music is
though much has been written on nothing but singing of good tidings
different regions of Africa and dif- —straight from the human heart."
ferent periods of her long develop- These words, straight from the
ment—colonial histories of the heart of Mahalia Jackson, the
European powers, current affairs, great gospel singer who has deetc., there has been nothing that voted her life to "spreading the
offers the general reader an over- good news" all over the world,
all view of African history from the highlight the triumphs and tragearliest times to the Pan-African- edies, the joys and hardships of
meetings of Monrovia and Casa- her own life.
blanca. The reader will find all
ROMANTIC REBELS, by Emily
these things in this book.
Hahn. What was "Bohemia"—and
THE SHACKLES OF POWER, why? How did it get to America?
by John Dos Passos. This is the What was the connecting link behistory of our early golden age. In tween the Paris of Murger and the
telling it, Mr. Passos interweaves Provincetown of Eugene O'Neill?
the story of Thomas Jefferson with Where is Bohemia now? In an acthose of Madison, Monroe, and count as hard to put down as a
John Quincey Adams, who follow- detective story, the author traces

Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second. class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded in 1880.
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of ad.
dress. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $3.011 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.

staggering plumbing bills in their
twilight years.
Story concluded with, "if we can
unite our brethren in Washington and
force passage of Plumbicare, the way
will be clear for Electricare, Autocare,
Teeveecare—and then the ultimate
goal of our welfare state, Embalmicare."
H.B. Dean
Dare to be different for God. Man
will admire you and God will honor
you. Take your place in the world in
the interest of Heaven.
"Who forgiveth all thine iniquities; who healeth all thy diseases."
Psalms 103:3
Trust Him for the forgiveness of
your sins, and the healing of your
body. "Jesus Christ the same yesterday and today and forever." "I am the
Lord that healeth thee . . ." "Is there
anything too hard for the Lord?"

its rise and fall, from Edgar Allen
Poe, to Ezra Pound, from Amy
Lowell and Floyd Dell to Jack
Kerouac and Allen Ginsberg.
THE SCIENCE OF GEMS, by P.
J. Fisher. Diamond, emerald,
ruby, sapphire, and pearl—the
roles these beautiful stones and
others have played in history are
first described. Here the author
takes us from the days of the Roman Emperors, to. cathedral altars
and furnishings richly bedecked
with jewels of the Middle ages, and
on to Salvador Dali and his ultramodern creations, among them a
golden heart with a jeweled crown
inset with an ornamental pulsating
heart.
A SEARCH FOR THE TRUTH,
by Ruth Montgomery. The author
of A Gift of Prophecy, the phenomenal story of prophetess Jeane
Dixon, tells about her further experiences in the field of psychic
phenomena and her search for the
deeper meaning of life.
GOD BEYOND DOUBT, by Geddes MacGregor. This powerful
book discusses questions about God
in a contemporary idiom, and reassesses the affirmations of faith
in terms of what is being said by
the "God-is-dead" theologians and
others.
PILGRIM COLONY, by George
D. Langdon, Jr. Mr. Langdon, in
the firA full-scale and scholarly

We would be glad to see the sun
shine, after having so much rain.
Mrs. Calvin Yates visited is
Pilot Oak one afternoon last week
as -the guest of Mrs. Onie Lowry.
Mrs. Ira Raines is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Dow Gilliam, of Dukedom at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Butch ,McClain
were guests of Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
Wednesday night.
Mrs. Harry Yates came home
from Hillview Hospital a few days
ago, but is not feeling too well yet.
Keith, Kris and Susanne Lowly
visited their grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, a few days
last week.
Mrs. Bob Scott and daughters,
Renee, Rhonda and Robin, of Lone
Oak called on their mother and
grandmother, Mrs. Taylor, Sunday
morning.
Our sympathy goes out to the
family of Cleve Cruse, who passed
away Friday night in the Fulton
Hospital. The funeral was held
Sunday afternoon in the Pilot Oak
Baptist Church, conducted by Bro.
Fleming and Bro. Yarbrough, Jackson Funeral Home was in charge.
The Homemakers Club met
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. B.
H. Lowry. Eleven members and
two visitors were present.
Bill Floyd left for his home in
Detroit Saturday, after spending
several days here improving Ms
farm and visiting his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Vodie Floyd.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates were
Sunday dinner guests of their daughter, Mrs. B. G. Lowry, and Mr.
Lowry.
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden has been
visiting her son, Rev. Norman
Crittenden, and family, of near
Memphis, the last two weeks.
Bill Floyd and his mother, Mrs
Lexie Floyd, called to see Mis,
Alice Rogers Friday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Myatt near
Wingo. Miss Alice fell and brok,her arm, but is doing fine.

Judith Am
Are Mani'

Mr. and Mrs. Al T.
Chickasaw Trail, F'rai
tucky, announce the
their daughter, Judith
ter Ross Pritchett, son
Mrs. David H. Pritche
fort, Kentucky.
The marriage was so
Saturday evening, Maj
South Mills, North Cs
Rev. Haylon E. Kean
ed the double ring ceei
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Virginia Beach, Viri
their attendants.
Mrs. Pritchett is tl
granddaughter of Mr.
Homra and the late Mr
Fulton, Kentucky. II
grandparents are the 1
Mrs..A. T. Owens of W
tucky.
Mrs. Pritchett is a
Franklin County High
attended Murray Stab
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GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
history of New Plymouth Colony,
how seventeenth-century
shows
Plymouth developed independently
of neighboring Massachusetts. This
is a thoughtful and persuasive discussion of a subject that strangely
has been one of the neglected subjects in American history.

A Full Day 01

THE AUSTRALIANS, by Harry
Cox. The story of the big continent
down under as seen through the
eyes of one of Its most prominent
journalists. Mr. Cox manages to
make his country more vivid
through close-ups of some of its
more important characters.
THE FURIOUS PASSAGE OF
JAMES BALDWIN, by Fern Marja
Eckman. He has been called passionate and violent, cryptic and
probing, hostile and eloquent. His
works have been called brilliant
and unbearable, poetic and documentary, classic and controversial.
He has made himself a personification of his entire race, a living
analogy of their struggle. His
words, which have compelled,
agitated and hypnotized a nation,
are now heard around the world.
CARING FOR THE AGED, by
Bertram B. Moss, M. D. An experienced Doctor's practical, specific advice for those who must
cope with the social, financial,
medical, or phychological problems
of the elderly.

1/2 GALLI
MILK CAI

Fairview Cemetery.
For violation of sanitary laws, two restaurants, One
roadside barbecue pit and two fish vendors, all in Fulton
County, were closed last week by the Board of Health.
Four others were given a final order to comply with
food sanitation laws within ten days or close.

the story explained, that many
Plumbicare? Electricare?! know,
senior citizens are often faced with
In a feature story the Port Townsend (Washington) LEADER explained Plumbicare-a plan by which we can
save through social security for our
old-age plumbing bills. Story said it
was a known fact that people over 65
have more plumbing trouble than do
younger people.
Under the Plumbicare plan, all of
the plumbing bills of those over 65
would be paid. The whole thing would
be financed by social security. We all

• PILOT OAK

May 23, 1967

At a recent board meeting of the Fulton County
Farm Bureau, David T. White was unanimously named
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Turner Williams, of Union City, as the medical
student to receive the benefits from the
announce the engagement of their daughter, Edith, to Fulton County
Fund.
Farm
Charles Robert Bowen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Bow- He is the son of Dr. Bureau Medical Scholarship
and Mrs. John White of Hickman. In
en of Fulton. The wedding will be solemnized on Sun- September he
will enter medical school at Louisville
day, June 1, at Six o'clock in the evening at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
ROUTE THREE: The past week was a very bus
one, corn planting was the topic of the day and, with the
Misses Mary and Adela 'Homra were in attendance good rains, some are setting tobacco.
at the Cotton Carnival festivities in Memphis last week.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive of Pilot Oak, a 10lb. girl Thursday, May 1st, and to Mr. and Mrs. Theron
The A. C. Butts and Sons grocery, which has Jones a fine boy Sunday, May 18.
occupied a location on the Tennessee side of State Line
Street for nearly 20 years, has moved to new and larger
LATHAM: Mr. and Mrs. Red Manfield announce
quarters across the street.
the arrival of a new baby boy, born at Jones Clinic last
week.
Several attended the picture show at Bible Union
Split second timing was witnessed in Fulton on May
20, when former local residents met "half-way" in the School last Friday night. Come next Friday night, a Mr.
United States for a family reunion. Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Pfluger from Paris is showing a good picture every FriDavis departed by motor from San Diego, Calif., for Ful- day night, with the school receiving part of the proceeds.
ton to meet their son, Sgt. Daniel Davis and his bride,
Fulton Electric and Furniture Company listed the
whom they had never seen. The Sergeant Davises
traveled from Wilmington, N. C. by train. There had latest hit parade records, as follows: "Mam'selle" by
been no specified time of departure or arrival mentioned Dennis Day, 'Heartaches" by Ted Weems, "Linda" by
by either party, but when they arrived and checked, Chuck Foster, "That's My Desire" by Samply Kay,
they found they had arrived in Fulton within an hour of "Managua Nicaragua" by Kay Kyser, "I Believe" by
each other. Mr. Davis is the former superintendent of Frank Sinatra" and "It's A Good Day" by Gene Krupa.
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Mr. and Mrs. Al T. Owens, 1033
Chickasaw Trail, Krankfort, Kentucky, announce the marriage of
their daughter, Judith Ann, to Walter Ross Pritchett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. David H. Pritchett of Frankfort, Kentucky.
The marriage was solemnized on
Saturday evening, May 6, 1967, in
South Mills, North Carolina. The
Rev. Ilaylon E. Kezitney performed the double ring ceermony.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Phipps of
Virginia Beach, Virginia, were
their attendants.
Mrs. Pritchett is the maternal
granddaughter of Mr. Kemlin E.
Homra and the late Mrs. Homra of
Fulton, Kentucky. Her paternal
grandparents are the late Mr. and
Mrs. A. T. Owens of Wickliffe, Kentucky.
Mrs. Pritchett is a graduate of
Franklin County High School, and
attended Murray State University

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Mrs. Walter Roes Pritchett
and the University of Kentucky.
She is a consultant with Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in
Frankfort, Kentucky.
Mr. Pritchett, a graduate of
Frankfort High School, attended
the University of Kentucky and
Western Kentucky University. He
is now on a tour of duty in the
United States Navy, aboard the
USS Intrepid.

Bill Taylor
400 Main
PHONE 472-1997
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D. An exheal, spewho must
financial,
I problems

Sigma Chi Honors

ANNIVERSARY
Highlights of Kentucky's 175th
Although Sunday was a very bad
day, nice crowds attended church Anniversary celebration will be a
services at Johnson Grove and reenactment of the signing -of the
Chapel Hill. Next Sunday will be first Constittuion, a parade, flintHomecoming Day at Chapel Hill. lock rifle matches, a barbecue,
Rev. Thomas Smithmyer, a for- fireworks, guided tours, and an admer pastor, will bring the message dress by Governor Edward T.
at eleven o'clock. Lunch will be Breathitt. All this will take place
served at noon. Everyone is in- at Danville June 1-3.
vited.
William G. (Billy) Stem is away
for active duty in the Naval Air
Station at Whiddy Island in Washington.
Pictured above are the twelve new members of the Quill and Scroll.
Mrs. G. J. Loy of Jackson, Tenn.,
spent last week with her sister,
Mrs. Isham Conner, and Mr. Conner. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Jones, of
Martin, were recent visitors of the
Conners.
Cathy Hyland, Gail Bushart, Nan
Garry Stem spent Sunday with
"From The FHS Kennel"
Myers, Donna Wall, and Martha
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Poe.
Initiation
Scroll
and
The Quill
Garland Murphy, near Princeton,
Antennas Installed
Ky.
Picnic was held at John Reed's
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Adams, of
home on Saturday night, May 6, at
Martin, spent one day of last week
6:00 p. in. All the old and new
with Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
members were invited to share in
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
the fun. The meal, consisting of
barbecue, barbecued chicken, slaw,
TELEVISION
The Marshall Alexander Post No. children, of Paducah, spent Sunday
baked beans and buns, was served 72, American Legion and Auxil- afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Phone 472-3843
Main
306
at first. After the meal the new iary, will meet in the Post home Stem.
Bill Reese is a patient in the
members were installed by John at 7 p. m. next Monday, May 22.
Reed. New officers were also inMrs. Raymond Williams, Mrs.
stalled. Ruth Ann Burnette is the Joe Holland and Mrs. Phil Parker
McCarthy,
new president; James
will be hostesses for the pat luck
the new vice-president; and Jane dinner. The Auxiliary's program
se,tretary-treasSublette, the new
will be given by Mrs. Joe Holland,
In Operation 66 Years
L:LT. For iite entertainment the poppy chairman.
foolish
their
out
gave
old members
Large
•
Display •
gifts to each other. Some of the
GETS
JEFF
AWARD!
RESS
•
At Night •
Well
Lighted
miniamice,
rubber
included:
gifts
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
ture nurses, diet pills, colors and
tJ
Stan Jeffress, Re.ite I, Fulton,
screw-drivers. Brenda McBride has received the Wall Street Journthen presented Mrs. Marchman al Award presented annually by the
W. D. Powers
with gifts of appreciation from the department of accounting and fiJ. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
Fulton
club. Cake and homemade ice nance at Murray State University.
Phone 235-2293
472-113c1
Phone
cream were served afterwards.
Greenfield, Tenn.
Jeffress, who will graduate this
The twelve new members of the month, is majoring in business.
Quill and Scroll include: Rita
Craven, Jane Sublette, Donnie
Notes, David Jones, Stanley Scates,
Jim McCarthy, Avery Hancock,

American Legion,
Auxiliary To Meet

Pal*NoWa
18 BIG RIDES

On May 23rd, 1967

Henry Maddox
State Representative

Kids Day AT Noble Park

A MAN YOU KNOW AND KNOW
WHAT HE STANDS FOR.
HENRY MADDOX

MAY 5, 1967
IN ,ADUCAH
MONDAY

My opponent and I were asked to appear before the Ballard
County Educational Association recently and I had already received
a copy of the KEA Legislative 19-point Program.

KY

1 P.M.to 7 P.M.

SAVE

When I was asked what I thought of the 1968 KEA Program, I
told them I would not commit myself because I did not know what
bills would come from it nor what amendments would be tied to the
bills, but that I would bend over backward to support the educational
bills the Superintendent of Public Instruction would put in the hopper. Of the 19-point Program I was asked by the president about
Point No. 5 which reads "THE STATUTORY LIMITATION ON
SCHOOL TAX RATES THAT MAY BE SET BY ELECTED LOCAL
BOARDS OF EDUCATION SHOULD BE REMOVED."

SAVE
1/2 GALLON
ICE CREAM CARTONS
(Tops or Labels)

1/2 GALLON
MILK CARTONS

I would vote for a bill that has a referendum, which means that
it would be put on the ballot so that you the people will have a
chance to vote on Point No. 5.

10 Labels Good for One Ride

My opponent being a former school teacher and also a former
member of the KEA said he was 100 per cent for the KEA 19-point
program because teachers were leaving Kentucky to teach in other
states. He also said he had contacted other educational groups in his
counties and told them he was 100 per cent for the 1968 KEA Legislative Program. If I had made this statement I would feel I was a lobbyist for the KEA instead of a Representative for the people. I think
teachers have been used as puppets to get on the sympathy of the
people to get taxes increased and then they have not gotten their
fair share of the increase.,I believe our teachers salaries should be
raised to the national level. Every dollar we spend for education is a
dollar well spent.
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Quill And Scroll Initiates Twelve
Members At Last Meeting Of Year

A Full Day Of Fun, Observing
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Ba ptist Hospital. We wish an early
recovery for him.

By Mrs. Charlet, Lew.

The University of Kentucky
chapter of Sigma Chi was one of
The News takes pleasure in 14 of the fraternity's 141 campus
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the chapters in the U. S. and Canada
to win the J. Dwight Peterson
following friends:
May 19: Phillip Maddox; May 20: Significant Chapter Award for the
David Lynn Holman; May 21: Mrs. 1965-66 school year.
The award designates those SigJ. T. Burrow, Neva Maynard,
Larry Watkins, Mrs. Norris Wiley; ma Chi chapters outstanding in all
May 22: James S. McKinney, major areas of chapter endeavor
Tommy Toon, Blanche Weak, from scholarship to pledge trainJerry Mac Weaks; May 24: Linda ing. It is the highest award to an
Holland, Mrs. George Rushton, undergraduate chapter of Sigma
John Schwerdt, Stephanie Watkins. Chi.

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
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• PIERCE STATION

Miss Sandra Arnett, bride-elect
of Mr. William Grant Wynn, was
the inspiration for a gift tea last
Sunday, May 7, in the home of Mrs.
Carl Pirtle of Water Valley.
Receiving the guests with Mrs.
Pirtle were the honoree and her
mother, Mrs. Virgil Arnett. Miss
Arnett wore a lovely multi-colored
chiffon dress, with a gift corsage of
pink carnations tied with pink ribbon. Presiding at the register was
Miss Marilyn Coltharp.
The dinner table was draped
with a handsome imported Belgian
linen cloth with lace inserts, over
pink. Centering the table was a
lovely arrangement of pink roses,
flanked with pink tapers. The house
was beautifully decorated with
colorful arrangements of spring
flowers.
Individual iced cakes, mints,
nuts and punch were served. Assisting in serving were the co-hostesses: Mrs. Bowd Hopkins, Mrs.
Jonah Bennett, Mrs. Hal Kizer,
Mrs. Herman McKeel, Mrs. Roy
Latta, Mrs. Edgar Bell and Mrs.
U. S. Copeland.
The gifts were beautifully displayed. Approximately eighty
guests called between the hours
of two and five o'clock.

Happy Birthday

Insulation — Roofing — Storm
Doors, Windows — Awnings,
All Types of Siding including
Carports and Patio Covers
20-rear-guarantee Reynolds
Aluminum
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Judith Ann Owens, Walter Pritchett Sandra Arnett
Are Married In North Carolina Inspiration For
Lovely Gift Tea

Ask

your neighbors to save

their labels from Pure Milk Company or Turner's for you, starting
right now!

MOVIE - COLUMBIA
10:00 A. M.
ADMISSION TEN LABELS

MUSIC
FURNISHED BY
LONE OAK BAND
MUM,

AM.

I am sure something will have to be done in the 1968 session of
the Legislature about the wog cash value assessment on property.
I say again as I have always said when taxes are raised you the people should raise them.
Thanks for your consideration and attention - better still
THANKS FOR YOUR VOTE AND RE-ELECT

HENRY MADDOX
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
FIRST DISTRICT
Paid for by Henry Maddox, Treas.

717
, 77:-'0!'7-7
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Melds

Graduation Week To Climax This
Year's Activities At Fulton High
"From The FHS Kennel"
Sunday, May 21, will begin the
full round of activities for the 1967
graduating class of FHS.

Honors Day Highlights
Close Of School Year
"From The FHS Kennel"
The 34th honors day program of
Fulton High School will be held at
9:30 A. M., Wednesday, May 24th
in the Fulton High School auditorium. It will be a joyous occasion
for many students but sad as it
will be the last one for Superintendent W. L. Holland and Mr. Mansfield Martin, Principal. The program will open with the welcome
by Honor's Day Speaker, John
Reed and the Honor Society Pledge
by President Steve Jones.
This is strictly a student's program and probably the most coveted awards are the monograms as
they represent one or two or three
o four semesters on the hono roll.
These will be presented by Tom
Nanney, Senior class President,
and Donnie Noles, Junior class
President.
Mr. Holland will give the G. S. I.
award again this year and we wonder who will receive it. Fulton High
School, Valedictorian, and Honors
kll PaHMI's aisnui Ieucitssaaciad
Day Speaker Awards will be presented by Principal J. M. Martin.
Other awards will be given as
follows: Future Homemaker Awards Roma Foster; Future Teachers Award, Mrs. Leonard Allen;
Fulton High Kennel Awards, Mrs.
Wilton Marchman; High School
Annual Award, Mrs. Ray Steele;
Quill and Scroll Journalism Award, Steve Jones and Brenda McBride; Music Awards, Mr. Mandel
Brown; Industrial Arts Award, Mr.
W. C. Robertson; Library Awards,
Mrs. Ray Steele; Cheeleader Awards, Mrs. Richard Cardwell;
Gold Football and Basketball,
Coach Frank McCann; Fulton High
Bulldog Awards, Principal J. M.
Martin.
The program will end with the
eloquent recognition of the Senior
Class by Superintendent W. L. Holland, the benediction, and the hanging of the Senior picture.

Wess Jones is a patient in Volunteer Hospital at Martin, undergoing
some treatment. We hope he will
respond very quickly and be able
The Baccalaureate will begin in to return home.
the Carr Auditorium at 8:00 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farmer left
The program will begin with the
Sunday for their home in St. Louis,
Mr. Mandel Brown; followed by
after a week's vacation as guests
the Invocation, given by the Rev.
of Mr. and Mrs. Grover True and
W. W. Kitterman of the Cumberother relatives round about this
land Presbyterian Church. The
area. They report a nice visit
Rev. Henry M. Hanna of the First
while here.
Christian Church will give the
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
Scripture Reading. The Baccalaureate Address will be given by appointment at New Salem Baptist
the Rev. Homer E. Johns of the Church the past Sunday at 11 a. in.
Methodist Church. Rev. Kitterman The attendance fell off due to
will then give the Benediction, fol- down-pour of rain, and the night
service was called off because of
lowed by the Recessional.
Commencement Exercises will be high water and damaged bridges.
Mrs. David Lassiter and children,
held Tuesday, May. 23, at 8:00
p. m. The program for the eve- Jacqueline and David Keith, arning will be as follows: Procession- rived Saturday from Akron, Ohio,
al, "Coronation March," by Mr. for a visit with parents, Mr. and
Mancil Wright, Dresden
Mandel Brown; Invocation by the Mrs.
Rev. James Best of the First Bap- Route, and Mr. and Mrs. Buton
tist Church; Salutatory Address by Lassiter near here.
I have just recently visited with
William Steven Jones; Valedictory
Address by William Michael Camp- grandchildren, Mr. and Mrs. Jimbell; Piano Solo by John Reed; my Argo, Chad and Kimberly, in
presentation of speaker by Supt. Hickman. While there attended the
W. L. Holland; and the Commence- Fulton County band concert and
ment Address, "The Happy Few," buffet supper at E. W. James'
by Dr. Ray Mofield of Murray Market. The meal was served
by the band mothers and proceeds
State University.
Principal J. M. Martin will pre- will go to the band. Many attended,
sent the class and Mr. Gene E. with serving from 5 to 7 p. m.
Grover True feels some better
Hatfield, Chairman of the Board
of Education, will present the diplo- than a fewweeks ago, but has been
mas. The ceremonies will close indisposed for a few weeks.
Grant Bynum hasn't been feelwith a Benediction by Rev. Best,
and Mr. Brown will play "Pomp ing so well and rest is disturbed to
and Circumstance" for the Reces: the extent that requires some
medication. He was in Jackson
sional.
some ten days ago for his regular
five week checkup.
HAM PROMOTION
Rain of five or more inches fell
Promotion of Kentucky country in this area over the past week-end
ham will spearhead a planned na- and all lowlands were flooded.
tional promotion of Kentucky's Bridges were damaged and abutfarm products. The campaign will ments washed away. Bottom fields
be conducted by the Governor's of corn stood in several _feet of
Commission on Agriculture, the water, requiring a re-plant job.
State Departments of Agriculture. Fertilizers are a total loss.
Our village was overflowed and
and Public Information, the Unrversity of Kentucky and country''caUsed the evacuation of Mr. and
Mo. Dave Mathis to higher
ham producers.
•
• *round. Water entered their home
and stood at several inches.
MILLER'S BARN
The pioneer settlement that beHOMEMAKERS MEET
came Richmond, Kentucky, was
The Palestine Homemakers will
made in 1784 by Colonel John Miller, who had served at Yorktown. meet tomorrow (Friday) in the
When Richmond was made the seat Palestine Community Center at
of county government in 1798, the 1:30 p. m. Mrs. J. M. 'Mayberry
first court was held in Colonel Mil- will give a book review. All memler's barn, the site of the present bers are urged to attend and visitors are welcome.
court house.
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hursday At Lincoln'
ST SY IkAMSEY
Asecketad Press Writer
FRANKFORT ,a1
,--Gov &inept T, Breathitt, adding a
to
Kentucky's
tafth at drama
sea ektil rights bill, will sign it
Thurielar Morning at the base
Alwidown Lincoln's statue in
the Capitol rotunda.
'The state has become the first
south of the Mason-Dixon Line
to enact a comprehensive measure which bars racial discrimination in public accommudations
and -jobs. The law takes effect
July 1.
The measure which glided
though the House 76-12 last
v.-eek won 361 Senate approval
Tuesday. By prior bipartisan
agreement, no amendments
were offered although a dozen
had been prepared.
Yet the only opposition voiced
ty senators in less than am, hour
of debate was on the ground it
is too weak.
Only tem senators, both Democrats from segregation-leaning
Western Kentucky, failed to vote
for the measure.
Sen. Thomas Brizendine of
Franklin passed and Sen. George
Brand rf
switched
from "yes" to "no."
Maryland passed a law in
:962 ishich banned raci...1 disrinunation by hot& and motels and last year approved a
tneasurt containing fair emplOymolt prcnisions identical to We
federal act.
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McCann Receives Annual At Assembly
Mr. Holland for his guidance and
interest in our futures and for his
help in holding a better generation
of Fultonians, he v ill always be
known as one of our "favorite
grown-ups."

Board of Directors of the FerryMorse Seed Co. at their annual
meeting held on April 11, 1967 in
the company office at Mountain
View, California.
Chairman of the Board and
President, Selwyn Eddy, announced also that all directors were unanimously re-elected. The officers
William F. Foos was appointed of the company were re-elected.
Mr. Foos has served as Treasurvice president and treasurer by the

Ferry-Morse
Appoints Foos
Vice-President

,iwe care
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er of the Ferry-Morse Seed Co. and served in various (Wanda
since joining the firm, world's staff positions with Eltra Corpora
y of Hiller.
largest producers and distributors lion, par- t compsof home garden seeds, in April of
vide
his
and fou •
Mr. F as,
1965
children live in Cupertino, Cal
He previously was Vice Presi- fornia. He is a native of Fostoria
dent-Finance with Hiller Aircraft Ohio, and attended the Universlt.
Company, Palo Alto, California, of Toledo, in Ohio.

Super-Right" Meats!
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED TOP QUALITY

A surprised Coach McCann receives his yearbook at the Annual
Dedication Ceremony. Oddly enough, Coach McCann did not make a pep
talk •bot..t .he football team.
"From The FHS Kennel"
any high school. In FITS, the sports
year's edition of tbe scene has instilled the student body
This
Gr-r-rowl was dedicated to one of with enthusiasm and, above all,
Fulton High's most dedicated gehuine pride. We fee) that it is
teachers, our coach, Frank Mc- now time to honor that person
whose dedication to his boys has
Calm.
Coach McCann came to Fulton in inspired countless victories. All
1963 and has led us loyally through those who have been coached by
many a crucial moment since. He him have acquired high ideals of
attended high school at Roman sportsmanship and the underis
Catholic High School in Philadel- standing of true victory—that it
phia Pennsylvania. After gradua- not whether you win the game but
tion he went to the University of how you play it.
"We, the class of 1967, in appreNorth Carolina for two years then
on to U. T. M. B. for three years ciation of his contribution to our
where he received his B. S. degree class, do dedicate this Gr-r-rowl to
in Health and Physical Education. our football coach, Frank McCann."
Following the dedication Janie
His college minor was history.
Coach McCann then acquired his Noles, speaking for the Senior
masters degree at Murray State class as well as the entire student
body, presented an annual to Mr.
College.
In accepting the annual Mr. Mc- W. L. Holland as a tribute for the
Cann said, This is a great surprise many years he has devoted to the
to me. I feel it is a great honor, education of the youth of Fulton,
student body
Kentucky. The
and I really do appreciate it."
The many reasons for dedicating responded with a standing
this year's Gr-r-rowl to Mr. Mc- ovation to Mr. Holland.
FITS loses a man Loved and adCann can best be expressed by the
dedication itself, which Was read mired by many Fulton High students, past and present. To all of
by co-edit,r Randall Roper.
"Sports are a unifying factor in us who have known and respected

F.H.S. Golf Team Opens Season
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CUT-UP OR
SPLIT
LI.

WHOLE

NO-LIMIT NONE
SOLD TO
DEALERS

LB.

Soper-Right All-N. at
(Sliced lb. 59#)

customer

Bologna
Chicken Livers
Canned Hams
Weiners
Turkeys
Cod or Perch
Safeguard
Deoderant
Soap

He likes peanut butter.
As a matter of fact, he's an expert on the subject.

We care and you may care. But be doesn't.
He just wants it to taste good.
Luckily for us, Ann Page Peanut Butter tastes so good.
AO Customers prefer Ann Page by more than
3to 1 over any famous brand sold in our stores.
To satisfy your"tough customers," shouldn't A&P be your store?

PACK

Peanut Butter

$119

Pkg.

Lb.

Cop'n John
Frozen Breaded Portion

ANN PAGE CREAMY OR CRUNCHY
3 LI
JAR

1 15

(1-Lb. Pkg. 594)

b.
214.9.

39e
99t

Ivory
Liquid
Detergent
"FREE"

"FREE"

TOY BOAT
WITH QUART
SIZE

WHISTLE
WITH PINT
6-0Z. SIZE

78c 814 564.

GREAT AnAimc a PACIFIC TEA CO- 1140c

Dependable Groceries!

..: 569
cu
a.

(4-Lb. 3.13)

6 To 22 Lbs.

WITH "FREE"
PLAYING CARDS

49t

12. 1"

(Lb. 394

Southens Star

U.S.D.A Frozen
Grad* A

But he's a tough hombre to convince.
He doesn't want to hear about Ann Page's "jet-roasting" process.
Don't tell him we remove the air in the mixture to improve flavor—
or that, nutritious as it is, Ann Page Peanut Butter costs less.
He doesn't care about details.

4

U.S.D.A.
Frozen

Ssiter-Right Skinless

Because you can't foolliim.

By ifte plece -

Jane Parker!

Fresh Produce!

FRESHLY BAKED

A REAL A&P VALUE

Or5FymtIngs

7—
Charm Cake Mixes
S
B.
ANA
o dc
L1o
23t APPLE PIE BAN
Aristocrat Crackers
18.oz•29t (SAYE 16)
Corn Flakes
EA. a
41=79t
Sliced Pineapple
89t Cake sa.6, 3„t Corn....
Beverages
ri9c
3=79t
'
Light Chunk Tuna
Lettuce
Our Own Tea Bags 100" 89c Donuts
Frozen Foods
Dairy Values!
Play A&P's Bonus Bingo
Pkg.10t

09c

Saltines
Box
1-

Pictured above aril Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, Bobby Nichols. .
They may not be that good, but the boys on tfie "swinging" golf learn
hay, at least mad* a start, aurning up the fairways are: Mike Gossum,
Kirk Vowell, Danny Haling, Mike Butts, Jimmy Tress, Bill Smith, and
Coach Nanney. Not pictured are David Forrest and Tom Powell.

sunnY"

(sav.")

Gold Inn
Mexican

Track Team Opens 1967 Season
With Regional, Conference Meets

Ea.

GLAZED

Save 104,,,,9t

Save 10#

A&P Frozen Conc. Th. Roal Thing From Flor.

Cheese Slices Lb.690 Orange Juice 6,6,:„;69
43
Margarine , 390 Peas
690 Meat Pies 4 19:: 790
Cheese
ASP Soft

Lb. Chi.

A&P Frozen Grade A
Save 64

Aged Natural

774
)
.
o
„to
c
Tide Detergent
'
Lb

"From The fl-IS Kennel"
'ic
On April 17th, the final ath:
began.
year
school
this
of
season
School
This spring Fulton High
the
again competed for honors in
world's oldest game—track. Although the track season lasted for
comless than a month, nine boys
peted in two track meets during
team
May. On May 6th, our track
attended the Western Kentucky
Conference Invitational at Fort
Campbell. Then on May 13th,
Coach Boehringer and the nine
members of the team went to the
Regional Track Meet at Paducah,
Kentucky, where they competed
with several other schools for

honors.
On the team were David Dunn,
Steve Fly, Jodie Gamble, Terry
Harris, David Jones, Gary McIntosh, William Pickard, Sammy
Pirtle, and one injured member
who could not compete in any
events, David Peeples.

LIQUID WITH AMMONIA

Top Job Detergent

LOOK WHO'S WINNING AT BO

UK Broadcast

PINT 12-0Z. 684
BOTTLE

BINGO

Ona Williams

Leon Rice
Jackson Dessie Robey
Wesley
Willie Spieght
Liz Randle

CLIP THESE EXTRA SLIPS TO HELP YOU WIN
El0DoT 113Etx INT G
PRIZE SLIP

13C3AT1LT
33 3E INT G
PRIZE SLIP

CIAT1LTS
33 X INT C3-0
PRIZE SLIP

PROGRAM #184

PROGRAM #184

PROGRAM 0184

ONE THOUSAND
DOLLAR GAME
18 FOUR)
B-4

FIVE HUNDREO
DOLLAR GAME
IS•FIVEI
S -5

TWENTY DOLLAR
GAME
IS
S -3

Dreft Detergenef.:350Spic & SpancI7-7— 290
L
" 2 25
Stardust Bleacli.F..:180 Lava
— 450 Salvo Tabletia.410 PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY MAY 20TH
Downy ""
WHITE HOUSE
Charmin Tissue
Crisco
Scott Towels
Evaporated Milk
CUT OUT ENTIRE SLIP
ON DOTTED LINE

REGULAR OR DECORATOR
As early as 1929, the II, 'versity
of Kentucky began broadcasting
through a commercial radio station
a 15-minute program directed to
"listening centers" in Eastern
Kentucky. In 1933, Elmer G. Sulzer
established a studio on campus.

2 Has. a

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

GIANT SIZE

BOX

(24-Sixe)

PRODUCTS
WIN UP TO $1000 TOPI'S
OULTS ONLY
PL

2-Lb. Bog

Sultana Beef, Turkey And Chicken

Wisconsin Sharp

Faster than bullets"? Maybe not, but our photographer had a hard
long enough for a picture. Pictured
time keeping the flash men still
William Pickard, Gary McIntosh,
Gambill,
Jodie
above are: First row:
Boehringer, Terry Harris, David Jones,
Coach
Row:
Second
Fly,
Steve
Sam Pirtle, and David Dunn.

CRISP HEAD

Don. j

Mel-0-Bit Twin Pack

en

SWEET YELLOW

SPANISH BAR*

Yukon Club in 4!7?ks:CS:lckeati: 11 2 For

3

4JUMB0 ROLLS

89c

2-oz. Cans
/
6. 141

97c

BATHROOM

.TENING
SH OARR

3 L 87C
C.

CUT OUT ENDRE SLIP
O N DOTTED LINE

CUT Our ENTIRE SLIP
ON DOTTED LINE

2,4

69C

-ROLL PKGS.
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South Fulton Baptist Church is Sarah Ann, who will be married
The Fulton News, Thursday, May 18, 1967 the
planning to be present to render June 10 to James Michael Burton.
special numbers, as well as to help
with the congregational singing.
Robert Reed, with his quartet, is
also promised; also, McCoy Thompson, with a quartet. Everyone is invited to spend the day with Good
Springs.

Mike Yates Will Lead FHS Band
"From The FHS Kennel"
Mike Yates, a Fulton High
ichool sophomore, has been named
'0 succeed John Reed as drum ma'or of Fulton High's marching
'rand. The announcement was made
it the band concert Friday night.
Mike is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. R. M. Lynch. Beginning his
:tudy of the trumpet in the fifth
:rade and later changing to the
French Horn, he has held the posiion of solo horn for three years.
le has received two superior ratngs on the French Ilorn in the
Murray musical festival, is an acive member of the Junior Music
71th and was recently elected to
he office of president of that same
irganization for the coming year.
Mike has studied piano for about
'our years and is an active memlier of the First Baptist Church.
'The selection of a drum major
's one of the most difficult jabs I
lave", said band director Mandel
irown. "It is not a spur of the
noment decision, but a year long
wocess of examining each potentiI candidate. The position of drum
najor is both an honor and a re-ponsobility. We want a student
vho will present a good appearance
o the public at the head of the
narching band and a student
vhose conduct and citizenship will
)e unquestioned. He must be inter,sted in the work and promotion
d' the band, have a good academic
Manding, exhibit maturity in his
lotions and thinking, have a sense
A imagination in leadership, and

DEATHS
Pressie Moore
Pressie Moore died Wednesday,
May 17, about 9 a. m. in the Fulton
Mr. Moore, 79, was a resident of
:1*utchfield and was a retired farmof.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Nina
3allew Moore and one daughter,
Miss Narie Moore of Crutchfield,
Ind two other daughters, Mrs.
Marie Gilbert of Cuba, Ky., and
Mrs. Gladys Yates of Pilot Oak.
Funeral arrangements were in•omplete at press time; however,
fornbeak Funeral Home is in
:harge of arrangements.

W.A.(Buck) Mason
Wilmot Arthur (Buck) Mason
lied on Friday, May 12, in the Volinteer General- Hospital at Martin,
vhere he had been a patient for a
lew days.
Funeral services were held on
iunday, May 14, in the New Hope
Methodist Church, of which he was
member, with Rev. Paul T. McClaren and Rev. Loyce Carlin ofciciating. Burial was in New Hope
Cemetery. W. W. Jones and Sons
Funeral Home of Martin was in
..-harge of arrangements.
Mr. Mason, 84, was born in
Weakley County, Tenn., the son of
he late Richard and Dianne Pas:hall Mason. He was a retired
farmer of Route 5, Fulton, and
.vas a Mason.
He is survived -by one sister,
Mrs. C. L. Taylor, of Martin.

William A. Usrey
Funeral services for William A.
Isrey were held in the Old Bethel
'rimitive Baptist Church on May
6, with Rev. Arlie Larrimer oficiating. Burial was in Old Bethel
:lemetery. W. W. Jones and Sons
A Martin were in charge of ar•angements.
Mr. Usrey, 53, died in the VetTans Hospital in Dearborn, Michgan, on May 13.
He was born in Weakley County,
he son of Mrs. Laura Gordon
Isrey of Martin and the late Wiliam D. Usrey. At the time of his
,eath, he was a resident of Hazel
'ark, Michigan.
Surviving are his mother; one
vother, Raymond Surey of Hazel
'ark; three sisters, Mrs. Thlarene
Iarwood of Fulton, Mrs. Montel
ones of Martin, and Mrs. Barbara
;tafford of Hot Springs, Ark.

Cleve Cruse
Funeral services for Cleve Cruse
-ere held Sunday, May 14, in the
Baptist
Missionary
'ilot Oak
'hurch, with Rev. Kenneth Yarbro
fficiating. Burial was in the
'hurch Cemetery. Jackson Funeral
Tome was in charge of arrangenent.
Mr. Cruse. 81, died last Friday
ight, May 12, in the Fulton Hosital, following a long illness.
He was born in Graves County,
'le son of the late Will and Mattie
eay Cruse. He was a retired
irmer of near Dukedom, and was
• member of the Pilot Oak Misionary Baptist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Jenie Cruse; one son, Carlisle Cruse
f Pilot Oak; two daughters, Mrs.

Mrs. Sarah Bell French is home,
after visiting several weeks with
her daughter, Mrs. 0. F. Laird,
and family in Hammond, Indiana.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley and
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
were at Camden Wednesday night
for a church meeting. Mrs. Ainley
and Mrs. Westbrook attended the
CP'W as Presbyterial visitors.

MIKE YATES

Mrs. Ada Ross returned to her
home from Volunteer Hospital
Tuesday. Mrs. Della Holt will be
staying with her.
A bridal tea was given Miss
Sarah Ann Dacus Sunday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Darnell, with Mrs. Roy Thomas
co-hostess. The house was beautifully decorated with roses grown
and arranged by Mrs. Loyd Watkins. The gifts, about fifty in
number, were displayed on a long
table and, in spite of the rain and
other hindrances, many friends
came to enjoy the occasion with

"From The FHS Kennel"
must be or show potential of becoming one of the outstanding
musicians in the band."
In presenting Mike with the silver
drum major signal -baton, John
ended his four years of exceptional
service as leader of the marching
band. John is also a talented musician and has contributed much to
the growth and improvement of the
band.
William Vaughn of Pilot Oak and
Mrs. Harold Vaughn of South Fulton; one brother, John Cruse of
Route 2, Dukedom, thirteen grandchildren and seven great grandchildren.

He is also a teacher in the Waterloo, Illinois school system.
The Dukedom Homemakers went
to Weakley County Nursing Home
last Tuesday, carrying dinner to
serve the residents there for the
noon meal, as well as visiting with
them. They remained in the afternoon to render whatever help was
needed with repairing clothing and
such.
We had such bad weather on
Sunday and Jackson Funeral Home
had two funerals. Mrs. Lora
Moore of St. Louis was buried at
Good Springs. She was the wife of
"G" Moore and they were former
residents here. Cleve Cruse passed
away Friday at Fulton Hospital.
His funeral was preached at Pilot
Oak Baptist Church, where he was
a member, on Sunday, but burial
had to be delayed until Tuesday,
due to the condition of the ground.
Six of our young people received
Dresden High
diplomas from
School Monday night. They were:
John Travis Dacus, Sandra Marr,
Michael congratulations to each
one, with best wishes.

Subscribe To The News

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
May 17:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Dennis French, Mrs. Henry
Sills, Mrs. Pauline Faulkner, Donald Irvin, Mrs. Bill Boyd, Beverly
Overby, Sammie Morris, little
Timmy Bennett, Fulton; Mrs.
Mabel Norris, John Cruce, Mrs.
Mary Arnold, South Fulton; Mrs.
Charles 'Elliott, Route 1, Fulton;
Mrs. Mildred Williams, -Route 2,
Fulton; Juanita Roberson, Mrs.
Mrs. Adrian
Floyd Roberson,
Jimmy
Workman, Crutchfield;
Burgess, Clinton; Mrs. James Warren, Timmy Maynard, Dukedom;
Mrs. Curtis Rice, Mrs. L. C.
Crocker, Hickman.

Fled/OIL

Mrs. Norma Jones Steele died
suddenly on Wednesday, May 10,
in the Madison County Community
Hospital at Madisonville, Kentucky, following a heart attack.
Funeral services were held on
Saturday, May 13, in the Central
Church of Christ in Fulton, with
Bro. Richard Walker and Bro.
Glendon Walker officiating. Burial,
in charge of VVhitnel Funeral
Home, was in Greenlea Cemetery.
Mrs. Steele, 66, was born in
Obion County, Tennessee, the daughter of the late Starling and Mary
Morehead Jones. She was the
widow of Sam Steele, formerly employed by the Illinois Central Railroad as yard master.
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
Mary Frances Givonwich of San
Francisco; one son, James K.
(Buddy) Steele of Madisonville;
one nephew, Ray Steele of Fulton,
who was reared by Mr. and Mrs.
Steele; two sisters, Mrs. Ruby Matheny of Memphis and Mrs. Mary
Doan of Warren, Michigan; two
grandchildren, James Alfred and
Shelly Lee Steele of Madisonville,
.
.
and several nieces and nephew;

Doss B. Brown
Funeral services for Doss Branson Brown will be held this (Thursday) afternoon at 3:30 o'clock in
Whitnel Funeral Home Chapel.
Burial will be in Greenlea Cemetery.
Mr. Brown, 87, died Tuesday afternoon, May 16, at 4:15 p. m. in
Hopkinsville.
He was born in Greenfield, Tenn.,
the son of the late George and
Nancy Halton Brown. He made his
home in St. Louis for many years,
moving to Fulton in September
1965 to make his home with his
sister, Mrs. Charlie L. Cook, 829
Fairview, who survives.
Several nieces and nephews also
survive.

Day
at Good
Homecoming
Springs will be Sunday, May 28, as
has been the custom for the past
22 consecutive years. Rev. Oren
Stover, pastor, will conduct the
morning worship service at 11 a.
m. Sunday School will be at 10
o'clock. Dinner will be spread at
noon and late afternoon will be
given to singing. The choir from
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DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mrs. Hillman Westbrook

The weather continues to be the
main topic of conversation, with
four inches of rainfall in this community during the week-end.
Sympathy is extended to the
members of the family of W. A.
(Buck) Mason, who passed away
in the Volunteer Hospital Friday
afternoon, after a few days of critical condition, following - a stroke
in the Weakley County Nursing
Home, where he had been a resident for the past few years. Mr.
Buck was an avid reader and an
unusually gifted conversationalist,
with a cheerful and interesting reply to each greeting. It can be truly SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I
said that one always felt better af- BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE I I I

AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT

PRIMARY ElICTION

Mrs. Norma Steele

By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn

Whi

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

Tuesday. May 23,1967

Sidney (Wick) Wray
Sidney (Wick) Wray died suddenly in Akron, Ohio, on Friday,
May 12 in the Portage Hotel.
Mr. Wray, 83, was a native of
Graves County. He was the son of
the late Riley and Lucy McCann
Wray.
Funeral services were held Monday, May 15, in Al.ron, with burial
there also.
Surviving are one brother, Jim
Wray of Akron; one sister, Mrs.
Ethel Yates of Hopkinsville; and
several nieces and nephews, including Mrs. J. B. Bennett and Earl
Wray of Pilot Oak.

CHESTNUT GLADE

FULTON HOSPITAL
Eldred, Norman
Mrs. Mary
Houston, Robert Owens, W. J.
Kobbs, Mrs. Evelyn Huffman, Mrs.
Bertie Howard, Fulton; Mrs.
Louise Carter, South Fulton; Mark
Macklin, Route 1. Fulton; Mrs.
Robert Harrison, Route 4, Fulton;
Mrs. Ben Hill, Arlington; Mrs.

Sample Ballot
Primary

ter a visit with him during his
long life of eighty-four years. Funeral service was at New Hope
Methodist Church, where he was a
member, conducted by the pastor,
Brother McCleary, and Brother
Lois Carlin, a friend of many
years. He is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Lena Taylor, and a member
of nieces and nephews, also many
friends who will never forget his
many kind and encouraging words.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brundige,
from Nashville, and Mr. and Mrs.
Buren Smith, from Martin, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige Sunday.
Mrs. Van Brann and Mrs. Opal
Pounds are spending a few days
Mrs. Harvey
with Mr. and
Vaughan.
Mrs. Van Brann, Mrs. June
Wright and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
were among those who visited
Mrs. Minnie Brann at the Hillview
Nursing Home Sunday. Mrs. Brann
was not feeling very well.
The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet in the home of Mrs. Fred
Vaughan next Thursday, May 18,
at 1:30 p. m. Visitors are cordially
invited.

Anita Spillman, Wingo; D. C. Cox
Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Ted Potts,
Dukedom; Mrs. Grace McAlister,
Mrs. May Belle Laird, Water Valley; Arlie Morris, Route 2, Water
Valley; Mrs. Vera Byrd, Joe Luten,
Crutchfield; Henry Pickett, Hickman; John Peeler, Route 1, Hickman; John Ladd, Mrs. Ora Kaler,
Clinton; Mrs. Archie Moore, Route
3, Clinton; Mrs. Carrie Faulkner,
Route 3, Union City.

HOSPITAL NEWS
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WIMP
Mr. Montgomery has surpassed
his own record, he hasn't used
"fortyleven" as a number in over
two weeks.
Junior Boy: "In my Algebra
II exam this morning I was mighty
close to the right answers. They
were only two seats away."
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IP
the ball club has a lot of desire. I
feel that you will be well-represented next fall by the South Fulton
High School Red Devil Football
team.
will have to be done,' however, beChas. Akers
fore our first game. Seven boys
from last year's team were lost by
graduation, and one boy was fatally injured in a motorcycle accident. So, we begin next year's
schedule with only three boys from
the proceeding year.

Prospects For Next Year ,
Look Good In Spring Practice

(From The SFH Scarlet Flash)
Spring football practice was head
the last week of March and the
first three weeks of April. Fortyeight boys reported for this practice. Forty-one boys stayed for the
entire spring. Few injuries plagued
the squad all spri ig. Four broke
their fingrs and two received bad
bruises.
We scrimmaged Sharon at SharThe football squad for the com- on March 13, and won 30-6. Things
ing year looks fair. A lot of work won't be as bad as they seem and

Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambulance service with 2 staff members on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.

dr. Montgomery: "Tell me,
Fred, if you had 20 candy
bars and gave seven to Marcie,
five to Janet, and eight to
Rene, what would you have
then?"
Fred: "Three new girlfriends."

IIMIIIMM1111111

Telephone 472-2332

ALL-ELECTRIC BARGAIN BLAST!
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

Rice Agency
Fulion

472-1341

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 broachvay, South Fuiten
Phone 479-11114
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGoe Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern a
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints

Carolyn Allen and Rita Craven, next year's Annual editors, want to
change the name of the yearbook from the GR-R-ROWL to the PURRR-R.

Carolyn Allen And Rita Craven
Will Head 1968 GR-R-ROWL Staff
The editors of the 1967-68
GR-r-rowl will be Carolyn Allen
and Rita Craven. Their jobs will
be to plan and organize the book
and to assign work to other members of the staff.
This is the first
year the
Gr-r-rowl will have underclassmen
On its staff. This is done so they
can gain experience before their
Senior year. There are twelve seniors, four juniors, and two sophomores on the staff this year.
The photography staff will be
Roma Foster, Donnie Noles, and
Kim Honira. Aside from photography, they will supervise groups
to be photographed.
The advertising managers are
Joe Hoodenpyle, Linda Crider, Dennis Lohaus, and Shelia Owens. They

It pays to play
ASHLAND

GRAND SLAM
BASEBALL
$5.000 WINNER

Garry Adkins
West Union, 0.

$1,000 WINNERS
(11100
)I
'
24
"!
1
I
Otha Billingsley
Glasgow, Ky.

Donald E. Martin
Portsmouth, 0.

$100 WINNERS
Ashland Joseph
Prestonsburg, Ky.

Morris L. Lusk
Eldorado, Ill,

C. D. Wix
Puthrie, Ky.

$25 WINNERS
Durward G. Money
Calvin Hines
Harold Akers
Rock, W. Va.
Aberdeen,0,
Pikeville, Ky.
Glenn Whitlow
Lee Tackett
Magnolia, Ky.
East McDowell, Ky.

$10 WINNERS
Norman Anson
Ironton, 0.
Doctor F. Banks
Cincinnati, 0.
Anthea M. Barnes
Lexington, Ky.
Geo. E. Bradbury
Lebanon Jct., Ky.
Clyde Brookover
Fairview, W. Va.
D. L. Bumgardner
Felicity, 0.

LOW

Hobert Day
Manchester, Ky.
Bob Goble
Prestonsburg, Ky.
B. E. Johnston
Westfield, Ind.
Paul Jones
Mingo, W. Va.
Donald N. King
Wooster, 0.
Elizabeth Lee
Lexington, Ky.
Fayne Tennant
Fairview, W. Va.

Roger Malot
Fairview, W. Va,
Thomas Maxey
Crab Orchard, W. Va.
Thelma Murnaham
Scottown, 0.
Frank Musgrave
Findlay, 0.
John W. Olesky, Sr.
Monongah, W. Va,
Bertha Tackett
Bim, W. Va.

THOUSANDS OF CHANCES TO WIN I
You may win tool Nothing to buy. Just drive In at any
participating Ashland Oil Service Station and get your
free Grand Slam Baseball game piece. Win $1,$10,$25,
$100, $1,000, $5,000 ... trips for 2 to World Series,..
Roadmaster bicycles! Licensed drivers are eligible—void
where prohibited by law.

will sell ads to businesses in town.
The business managers will be
Jane Sublette and Lady Rose Craddock. Their jobs will be to keep up
with all income, deposits and advertising sales.
In charge of sports wil lbe Jim
Tress, Paul Pittman and Stanley
Scates. They will work with the
coaches and photographers in arrangements for sports pages.
In charge of activities will be
Becky Mitchell, Cindy Homra, Jen
Ray Browder and Nan Myers.
They will be expected to come up
with ideas for homecoming and
senior favorites.
Mrs. Robertson and Mrs. Steel
are the advisers for the Gr-r-rowl.

The Boy Who
Never Grew Up
(From The SFH Scarlet Flash)
Some years ago Sir J. M. Barrie
wrote a play called "Peter Pan."
It was about a boy who overheard
his parents discussing what they
were going to make of him when
he grew up. Right then he decided
to run away to the fairies and
never grow up.
Do you know that there are many
teen-sgers who seem to have made
part of that decision. Perhaps most
of them do not run away from
home, but they do not grow up.
They can not get along with their
parents; and when they do not get
their way, they put on a scene,
making everyone thoroughly unhappy. They do not conduct themselves as young ladies and gentlemen, but as little spoiled children.
You know, it is possible for a person to be six feet tall, seventeen
years old, and still be just a "big
baby." No one can tell him anything ,and be resents any suggestions made to him. He balks at being told or reminded what to do,
but will not do it without being
told. He feels that anyone who tries
to help him is trying to run his
lifeind therefore he will accept no
help. He would rather do a poor job
by himself than admit he needs
help in order to do a good job.
When is a person grown up?
When he begins to behave as a
grown-up and mature person. An
adult welcomes knowledge and
helpful suggestions. He is guided
by reason rather than by his emotions. An adult develops self-control and an even temper. An adult
is willing to forgive, and does not
spoil his life by holding grudges.
An adult is forgetful of self because he thinks in terms of helping others. And yet he is always
striving for self-improvement. Are
you grown up or are you like Peter
Pan, the boy who never grew up?

APPLIANCE "
PRICES
Li*

GET A

ELERAi
DISH
WASHER

BIG
BONUS!

A special bargain! A big bonus! You get
both if you buy an electric dishwasher
during the all-electric bargain blast!
You also get clean, clean dishes, without
ever again putting your hands in dishwater.
The electric dishwasher sanitizes dishes by
using water much hotter than hands can
stand.
See your appliance dealer for specials in
dishwashers. Get a bargain—get a bonus!

And, remember—bonuses come with the
other appliances listed here, too!

To collect your bonus.
Purchases of appliances listed here must
be made on or after May 1. Appliances
must be installed on our lines.
When you buy one or more of the listed
appliances, bring your sales receipt to our
office—and pick up your bonus.

Air Conditioner
Dishwasher
Freezer
Range
Water Heater

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
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SPECIAL
BONUS
OFFERS

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Ad No. 4 for week of May 18

HENRY
Henry Ward sees a new day coming for
Kentucky. One of his farsighted programs is a
Kentucky Youth Corps to recruit and develop
leadership for administrative posts in
state government. He has often
said that young people are
Kentucky's greatest asset.
Wouldn't you rather have a
governor who looks to
the future?

WARD
The Youth
Helper

Agimiste.
Ashland
HENRY WARD
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY

Sound Builder
for Kentucky

FOR GOVERNOR

Pald for by Kentuckians for Ward, foster Ockerman, Chairman, Robert Evans, Treasurer, Sheraton Hotel, Louisville.
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Headquarters for The TOUGH BREED OF. TIRES'

'A New Voice For Fulton County'

Charlie Scates Store
Fulton
Highway 51, North
PHONE 4713531

BE Goodrich

Call us for FAST, EFFICIENT
ON -THE -FARM

TIRE SERVICE!
et,

It may not be money, but to Mr. Robertson these stamps are worth
more than gold! The well-known philatelist proudly presents his winning
stamps.

4, I

Industrial Arts Teacher Receives
Awards For Unique Stamp Exhibit
worth between $1,500 to $2,000, has
won many prizes. Just recently, on
ertson has been collecting stamps
since his Boy Scout days. At that
your** on ths spot
time a doctor's wife introduced
to the fascinating world of
Since those early days of collect- him
stamps.
ing, Mr. Robertson has come a
long way. His collection, now April 16th, Mr. Robertson won
third place at the Manchester
Connecticut Stamp Fair in Man•
chester, Connecticut. He entered
his United States Duck Stamps and
his United Nations Stamps. "The
Duck Stamps," says Mr. Robertson, "pay for the upkeep of the
nesting ground of many of the
United States' ducks. The United
Nations Stamps help pay for such
organizations as WHO and UNICEF."
Mr. Robertson has almost the
complete set of Duck Stamps. The
series began in 1956 and the original cost was one dollar. Since then
(Green Label)
the cost has risen to three dollars.
Years Old
Mr. Robertson has won several
prizes with his Duck Stamps in90 PROOF
cluding fourth place at Centerville,
Indiana, where the judge was the
famous Mr. Ruth, owner of the
Lynn Stamp Co. He also won sec$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Better Bottle of Bourbon!
ond place for the second year in a
KENTUCKY
COUNTY.
NELSON,
INC,,
BARDSTOWN,
DISTILLERIES.
HILL
BY
HEAVEN
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED
row at the Kentucky Stale Fair.
The next time you see Mr. Bill
Robertson call him a philatelist,
because that is exactly what he is.
Actually a philatelist is a collector
of postage stamps, and Mr. Rob.

S.

I
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DONT LOSE VALUABLE WORKING flint

TRY THE
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OD& BOURBON
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bMatthewsBobMatthewsBoL

ABILITY

D-

combined
NO OTHER CANDIDATE has Bob Matthews'
abilities of a legal background and State Governmental experience (20 years' service) so important to
your Lieutenant Governor's responsibilities as presiding officer of the State Senate and Chairman of the

0
,--t5-..
CD
(.:1
Lil
°

._

Legislative Research Commission,

EXPERIENCE
YOU CAN BE SURE with Bob Matthews! He has
served as chief administrative assistant to Governor
Combs; Commissioner of Finance; and in 1963 was
elected Attorney General. HE IS THE ONLY CANDIDATE FOR LT. GOVERNOR WHO HAS HELD AN
ELECTED STATEWIDE OFFICE!

---t---+CD

CA
0
CT

VOTE

011

neglected state park. One project would be to give this state park a

co

to give me your suggestions.
At all times I will be happy to give of my time to you for individual help as your State Senator.
Please do not be mislead by desparate false claims, false accusations and false rumors being injected into this campaign.

.

IF YOU WANT A CHANGE IN SENATE SEAT NO. 1 —
THINK BEFORE YOU VOTE IN THIS THREE MAN RACE.

15

ENOUGH SAID.
...3)
0
C121

I am by birth and choice a West Kentuckian. I seek a chance to
work for you and our area.

f-

I'

Lieutenant Governor 46
of Kentucky
.3)

Political Advertising
Paid for by
Citizens for Matthews Committee
Charles Dobbins, Chairman, Louisville
Howard Pearce, Treasurer, Shelbyville

For several years I have been concerned about the neglect of
state maintained Columbus-Belmont Park. If your State Senator I
will work to secure more money from Frankfort to help this long

_0

1.sva MATTHEW'

0

(I)

YOU CAN BE PROUD to call Bob
Matthews your Lieutenant Governor. The 43-year-old veteran has
the youthful enthusiasm to get
things done, yet the age and experience to accept new ideas and
work at all times for the best interests of all of Kentucky.

needs, especially for your schools and county roads.

I am an independent candidate for State Senator. In and out of
Frankfort I will represent you as one who thinks and acts independently. I will be voting my conscience and convictions but want you

F.)

ENTHUSIASM

If elected your State Senator I will work to secure from Frankfort a fair return of your tax money to Fulton County for your local

must fight for and receive a fairer return of our Federal tax money
from Washington to our state capitol.

V HIS PROGRAM AGAINST JUVENILE
DELINQUENCY HAS ALREADY
PROVED SUCCESSFUL and has
brought national acclaim to Kentucky.

0
,—t.—t•

One of my main projects as State Senator would be to work to
secure for Fulton County more industry and more jobs.

We will not slow down Kentucky's progress if we have wise
spending of our tax money at Frankfort. Also, to make certain that
with less taxes we do not lessen our state maintained programs we

"During his term as Attorney Generol, Bob Matthews' actions in cornbating gyp-artists saved Kentuck. ions millions each yearl

CD

In next Tuesday's election and thereby give me the chance to work
for Fulton County the next four years.

burden in Kentucky. I will introduce legislation in the 1968 legislature to give us relief on both the property tax and the income tax.

ACTION

e—h

I ask that you please support my candidacy for State Senator

I am for progress in West Kentucky and all of Kentucky. However, as your State Senator I will work to relieve our present tax

cky
Kentu
ALL
CANDIDATE
THERE'S A REASON WHY thinking
men and women in all phases of
labor, industry, education, agriculture, business, and homemaking
are backing Bob Matthews. HE
HAS WORKED CLOSELY WITH ALL
OF THEM TO BETTER ALL OF KENTUCKY'S INTERESTS'

TO THE CITIZENS OF FULTON COUNTY:

first class swimming pool.

ELECT THE

(J)
CA
0
0

Carroll Hubbard, Jr.

0

Thank you very much for considering my candidacy and for
your kindness to me throughout this campaign.

Sincerely,

Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
CANDIDATE FOR ST4TE SENATOR

co

BobMatthewsBobMatthewsBobMatthewsBobMatthewsBobMatt

Paid for by Carroll Hubbard, Jr., Mayfield, Ky., treasurer
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Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Joe Hoodenpyle, Janie Holes, Linda Crider, and Mrs. Cardwell debate their views on teenage independence in the forum.

Ouertion Of Teenage Independence
Is Diiii.assed In F.H.S. Forum
"Frcm The FHS Kennel"
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QUESTION: De you feel that
teenagers today hav• too much independence?
Mrs. Cardwell: Today teenagers
feel that they are completely
shrouded by parental authority and
that this authority stifles their individual freedom. This may be true
in a few cases; however, for the
most part, I feel that young people
today expect more independence
than they can actually handle.
All young people need to have a
feeling of independence to attain
self-assurance and this can be accomplished through a partnership
between parents and young people.
I feel that young people should be
allowed to make decisions for themselves. However there is a point
beyond which young people have
no background on which to base an
opinion, and it is at this point that
parents should assume complete
control and insist that their decisions he followed.
Yes, I feel that many of our
young people have too much independence and that more teenagers
would be happier if they realized
that the parents do kaow best most
of the time.
Linda Crider: I think the answering of this question depends largely on what type of re rson the teenager is and what kind of family the
teenager comes from. Really this
situation could be a two way street
because some of today's teenagers
have too much independence and
some are not given enough. Those
who do have quite a bit probably
are more dependable and for this
reason, their parents place this independence upon them. But others
who are given the same amount
sometimes get into trouble because
they want to extend this grant too
far. Being a teenager myself, I do
not feel that I can give a definite
answer, but I do feel that the independence of a teenager depends on
the individual.
Joe Hoodenpylis: Generally, I believe teenagers have enough independence. By independence I mean
the right to the car and an expandable curfew.
The teenager is usually the one
to wash the car. He is usually the

one to clean out the car. Although
lie may put more miles on it, he
usually puts more gas in it. With
all these things occurring I think
it is only fair of the parents to allow the teenager to have the car
when necessary. And I don't think
the teenager should have to give a
notice as to when he or she plans to
use it.
As for the curfew, I believe on a
school night 10:00 p. m. is appropriate and for week-ends 11:30 p. m.
These standards are OK, but they
should not be unchangeable. There
should be some exceptions. A
dance or concert, which are always
out of town, are good examples. In
cases such as these, the curfew
should definitely be expanded.
Janie Nolo': I feel that whether
today's teenager has too much or
not enough independence depends
on the teenager himself. Some of
today's teenagers are capable of
accepting
responsibilities,
and
some fail even to recognize responsibility. If a teenager is capable of
facing responsibilities, he won't
take excessive freedom for granted. Many of the teenagers of today
as concerned only with gaining
more freedom. For what? The responsible person uses his common
sense by abiding to the regular
schedule and takes advantage of
his freedom only at "special"
times. He is wiser than the person
who is always taking advantage of
certain freedoms, and when something special does come up, he has
only a c9-50 chanc: of obtaining his
request.
Of course there are extremes in
the amount of independence as in
any other thing. However, I feel
that the amount of freedom or independence a person possesses today is sufficient to satisfy the
everyda; needs imposed by various
common demands.

SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS

• Church with a simple motto - Service.
• Mission Work - Taking the ringing command of Jesus: "Go
ye into All the world," Matt. 28:19. Ready to help and in need,
Adventists work in 189 countries of the world, i3 preaching in
about 928 languages. Yearly Foreign Missions offerings are $18,733,101.
• Good-Neighbor Program - In North America about 8 million
hours was donated by laymen through 2,762 Health and Welfare
centers and Units.

Tobacco Growers!
Shawnee Indians grew tobacco in
Kentucky, according to a 1751 report of John Finley, a Pennsylvania explorer. Let's Speak Up
For Kentucky's heritage.
FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I 1

Need Money for Better Living? ,
adi-

Pastor Terry McComb

• Educational Program - Adventists believe strongly in Religious Liberty and the fundamental principle of "separation of
chlirch and state."
• Medical Ministry - Jesus spent most of his ministry healing
the sick and helping others. Adventists feel to be truly Christian
(Christ following) is to do likewise, thus a large medical program
is carried on by the church.
• Contributions and Finance - Obviously it costs a great deal
to operate a world-wide program such as this. Offerings last year

Jobbers of Shell Products

IT
GET PCA1

CE.

from your

e to

for

home.. need new furniture or
Planning to remodel your
of a PCA loan:
advantages
appliances? Check the
and you pay only on
reasonable
Low Inforest...rates are
Repayment can be
used.
it's
time
the amount used, for the
or livestock.
arranged when you sell crops
loans are made locally by men
Friendly Service ...PCA
are anxious to help you.
who know agriculture...who
by the people who use its
owned
Ownership...PCA is
a member-owner.
you
makes
services...your loan
and ranchers now use
farmers
-million
More than a half
get the details.
in,
Stop
PCA.
loans from their

1.?

g 440

Nb iedit

[(Auction
ssociation

PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association

Phone 4*/2-3951

Fulton

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest end most modern
Nursing home. For reservation call 4723386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 236-2506

• The Message - The Adventist church is truly Protestant and
Christian. They believe in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, pre-existed with God the Father, for our sake born of a virgin, lived as a
man among men, died on the cross as a complete atonement for
our sins, rose again the third day, and ascended into heaven.
• All Welcome - The Adventist church doors are always open
to all, no matter of what church, creed or race. The Fulton church
welcomes any from this community to come and worship with
them. Church services are Saturday: Sabbath School at 9:30;
Worship service at 11:00; Prayer Meeting Tuesday 7:30 p. m.
Photos Courtesy Gardnisr's Studio

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton

•

CITY DRUG COMPANY

THE MI!Lk-NS BANK

Your Prescription Drug Store

Make our bank your bank

Phone 472-1303

Fulton, Ky,

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers

Phone 236-2655

Hickman, Ky.

Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The R•sall Store"

Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 472-3311

Fulton, Ky,

E. W.James & Sons Supermarkets
Union City, Tem.

Hickman, Ky.

South Fulton, Tenn.

472-1362

418 Lake Street

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
—

Dukedom, Tenn.

Dial 472-2421

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kentucky Ave.,

Phone: 469-5414

Lake Street

Hickman, Ky.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 653-5161

• Membership - there are 1,500,000 baptized adult church
members. The U. S. membership amounts to 364,666 adult baptized members, although in the last U. S. census almost 2,000,000
persons listed themselves as Seventh-day Adventists or as their
church preference.

—
This- Feature Is Published With The Hope Dat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

1—

amounted to $118 million. The tithe was $69 million of this.

Fulton

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Phone 472-1471
101 W. State Line

Phone 479.22fl
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Yellowstone.
Try it.
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Frigidaire Frost-Proof!

, Louisville. Kentucky.

Full

A Vote For Henry Maddox
Is A Vole For Progress

1944 C
ha
tri
str

HENRY MADDOX

Maddox has sponsored many progressive bills
, such as House Bill No. 131, whic
was the River Port Authority Bill. This
was the first bill ever on the Stat h
Books pertaining to river ports or still
ute
wate
bill in the 1964 session. When this bill beca r ports. He was the sponsor of this
me a law. Louisville was the first to
it on its river front. Now many other
use
town
a big factor in getting the Carborundum s have used it. We are sure his bill was
Plant in his home town of Hick
man.
Many other industrial plants will use it in
the future. We are sure that Beas
Construction Company. and the paper mil,
ley
if
by this bill. Most large industries are loca it should be built, will be benefitted
ted on rivers for cheap transportati
on
and many plants require an abundance of
water.
WE THINK HIS -STAND ON THE
REVISED CONSTITUTION SHOULD
BE REMEMBERED. HE FOUGHT
HARD FOR THE PEOPLE'S INTEREST.

He has Done An Outstanding Job
As Our Representative

Feature-packed refrigerator at
savings plus 168 bottles* of Pepsi Free!
Limited time only! Hurry in now!
• 14.6 Cu. ft. size.(NEMA stand
ard)
• Frost-Proof! You never defro
st!
• 126-lb. size top freezer.
• 10.98 Cu. ft. fresh food secti
on.
•Twin Hydrators, deep door shelf
.
.10-ounce non-returnable

0
°
o
sAi

Frigidaire Week Price Olt

288.00

ifs the Year of the Happening at Frigidaire
!
Come to where all the happenings are..
.

AVAPAlrAtdr/PrAroMAR KOF

WI.

GM
EXCELLENCE

Graham Furniture Co.
WALNUT STREET

He will always be remembered in the
Stat
county-area remember him the 23rd of Maye of Kentucky, so let us in his four
by giving him the largest majority
of votes that any one has or will ever get.
Just remember what John Ruckin
said
over 100 years ago,"When we fail to pra
ise a
things happen. We run a chance of driving man who deserves praise, two sad
him from the right road for want
encouragement and we deprive ourselves
of
of one of the happiest of all privileges—
that of rewarding labor that deserves a rewa
rd."
HELP YOURSELF — VOTE FOR MAD
DOX FOR REPRESENTATIVE
• * He is a man dedicated to Kentucky
• • The man for the job
• • For he represents the people in all
walks of life
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FULTON
PAID FOR BY A COMMITTEE OF THE FOU
R COUNTIES FOR MADDOX
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE — John
Kendall, Secretary.
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84th Big Singing
Planned At Benton
the 84th consecutive year here
NI May 28.
Unique among American music festivals, Big Singing Day is
the only gathering where shapenote music, often called Southern harmony, still is sung exclusively.
The written music Benton
singers use employs four symbols; the note "F" is represented by a triangular note-head,
"G" is round, "A" is square,
"B" is diamond-shaped, and the
succession is repeated up thr
scale.
The system is said to have
originated in 1834, the brainchild
of "Singing Billy" Walker, an
evangelist, who thought the invention would enable anyone to
read music readily. But its simplicity was more apparent than
real, and in time shape-not.
singing virtually vanished — ex
cept here.
At 10 a.m. on Big Singing Day,
a songleader will stand before
a Marshall County courthouse
congregation and sound the first
now. Taking the cue, singer
Will begin to perferm their repertoire of old songs, including
many traditional hymns of their
own Welsh ancestors.
During the course of the singing, which will not end till 3
p.m. or later, hundreds of singers and curious tourists will
show up.
It also Is a time of homecoming for many families.

BENTON, Ky. — Big Singing
Day — the last stronghold of
shape-note song—will be held fur

18, 1967
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"CREAM OF THE
CHOP"
63 PO TIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
63 PONTIAC C•talina 4-dr. sedan; power steering and
brakes
63 CHEVROLET, 6-cly., Sharp.
62 FORD 4-door; sharp
"A" FARMALL tractor with
equipment; good condition
62 CHEVROLET Belair 4-dr.;
sharp; automatic
62 BUICK, with air, local,
sharp
62 CHEY II 2-door hardtop, 6cyl.
pickup
half-ton
60 FORD
truck; good condition, local
60 VOLKSWAGEN, local
59 FORD pickup; 6-cyl
20-25 other cars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dlal 472-33411
North bypass; Ky. side

Used Cars Buys
66 FORD F-100 pickup, V8,
turquoise, standard wheelbase, wide bed; extra nice
truck in warranty.
66 MUSTANG
VII
hardtop,
automatic, console, extra1,000
clean Fulton car,
miles.
66 FORD Pickup V-8 automatic, custom cab.
65 FAIRLANE SOO, 2-door hardtop, extra clean; red with
all-vinyl red interior.
65 CHEVROLET Pickup long,
wide bed, red and white;
22,000 miles; 292 cu. in. 6-cyl.
62 FORD Country sedan, 9passenger wagon; extra nice
car.
62 FAIRLANE 500 4-door sedan; V8, automatic, 1-owner, 40,000 miles.
60 CHEVROLET Pickup, 6-cyl;
red.
60 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, 8, automatic.

Central high schools will spark
the parade.
Tickets for the show are available from any scout, cub or ex-

The annual Scout-O-Rama to
be staged next Saturday and
Sunday in Brooks Stadium will
have the backing of approxi-

FUN FASHION—Nautical is the
look for summer playwear, interpreted here in easy-to-care-for
cotton knit. The sailor-styled
sleeveless blouse, complete with
striped vestee and bow tie, is
paired with matching striped
shuns. By Carter's.

I 1j111

"MIS

1 Bill Sez:—
I , I have a nice 1966 Chevrolet
actual
ist6 has ncetevuaearri
heiti11spare
tw
i
local
It is black with white top and
red interior. Come see it and
let's do some trading.

1966 CHEVY II Nova. 2-door,
hardtop, white out, red
trim inside. ift.cylinder,
straight shift, good driving, economical car. New
tires.
1966 PONTIAC GTO 4-speed,
bucket seats, green. Trade
in on new Chevelle. Tennesse-e title.
1965 CHEVROLET Btlair VI,
2-door sedan; whit* outside; straight shift
1965 Chevrolet pickup; long
wide bed, 6-cylinder,
straight drive. Green; one
owner, Tenn. title low
mileage. Trade-In on new
truck.
1965 Corvair Manua Cony. 4.
speed, red and rod Inside;
new car trade-In
1164 PLYMOUTH station wag.
on, 4-door; Ky. license:
brown; automatic transmission; air; trade-in on
new Buick.
1944 Impala 2-door hardtop, 6
cylinder straight; air; Ky.
tags; brown. New car
trade-in.
1944 Choy Biscayne 4-dr, 6 cyl,
straight; Beige, Ky. Car,
1 owner.
1943 International Scout pickup
4-wheel drive; Ky.
1963 Fairlane SOO, 4-door sedan, V-8, Fordomatie,
bronze. Kentucky car.
1963 BUICK LeSabre, 4-door,
hard-top, power steering,
power brakes, automatic,
blue and white. One owner,
Kentucky car. We sold it
new, trade-in on 67 Wildcat.
Dynamic
1963 OLDSMOBILE
88, four door sedan, Blue,
white top, blue interior,
local, one-owner Ky. car.
Traded in on new Buick
1961 FORD, 4-door, 8-cylinder,
automatic.
1961 OLDSMOBILE power and
air, Gray, New car trade-in. Ky. tags.
1951 GMC 2-ton truck with
bed; heavy duty tires, Ky.
tags

GOV BREATHITT

,1 ,,mboeinekvnes routnsibeidiet,;

Ken-Tenn _Auto bties
..............
VICKSSIMIZe

DRIVE-IN
WINDOW
SERVICE

HAPPY DAY
PROF ESSIONAL
CLEANERS
LAUNDRY
MODERN COLD STORAGE
S. 1-utron
201 W. St. Line
hone: 479-9079

RAY'S
SANDWICH

Fulton County..Teachers
HICKMAN, Ky.,
Supt. Joe Barnett of the Fulton
County school system has released the names of the teachers
at the five county schools for the
coming year.
Teachers were reelected and
several new teachers named at
a meeting of the school board
held here.
Barnett Is retiring as superintendent, effective July 1, and
will be succeeded by Harold
Garrison, principal of Fulton
County High School.
Bobby Childers, a native of
Hickman, and former Hickman
elementary principal, was elected principal of Fulton County
High School, succeeding Garrison. Childers attended the University of Kentucky and Murray
State University.
Miss Mary Ann Ledwidge, first
grade teacher at Hickman Elementary, is retiring this year after a teaching career of 40 years
In the system. Her successor
has not been named.
Richard Wilkerson was named
principal of Hickman Elemeri
tary. He is a Hickman native, is
nimTtdand h-81—CifiE—e1illd. He
received his master's degree
from Murray State University.
Other school offioials named
were J. L. Barnett, director of
pupil personnel for the system;
J. C. McClellan, supervisor;
Mrs. Glenda Cochran, special
education; Mrs. Jane Watts,
lunchroom supervisor; Mrs.
Barbara Amberg, project coordinator; Mrs. Sarah Henry, secretary to the superintendent.
Teachers named by the board
for Fulton -County High School:
Harold Shaw, Ralph Bugg,
Mrs. Myrtle Davis, Mrs. Mary
Joe Fields, Mrs. Gladys Barnett,
Clara Sargent, Mrs. Mildred

Pit Bar-B-Que

SHOP

Easley, Mlaa Vivian Caldwell,
Mrs. Dorothy Terrett, Mrs. Julia
Davis, Dale Alexander, Charles
Murphy, Bobby Stewart, Bobby
McCord, Sam Orr, Mrs. Eliza:
beth Rice, and Miss Agnes Subtette, guidance counselor.
Others elected for the high
school faculty are Carole Lattus,
home economics teacher; Miss
Cecilia Bacon, English; Duard
Moore, head football coach, formerly at Hickman Elementary;
and Vernon Wright, math teacher.
Hickman Elementary — Mrs.
Margaret Sloan, Miss Virginia
Kemp, Mrs. Louise McGinnis,
Mrs. Katie Matson, Mrs. Corinne Shaw, Mrs. Mary Ann Ashley, Mrs. Lavelle Fields, Mrs.
Opal Pursell, Mrs. Linde Nichols, Mrs. Ann Baker, Mrs. Juanita Creed, Mrs. Frances Hall,
Mrs. Frances Adams, Mrs.
Doris Helper, Mrs. Effie Owens,
Mrs. Margaret Wade, librarian,
Mrs. Bobby Serrells. Two vacancies remain at the elementary school—a first grade teacher and physical education instructor.
Cayce Elementary—Jeff Lester, principal; Miss Betty Davis,
Charlie Terrett, new math teacher; Mrs. Letha Mae Luten, Mrs.
Margaret Shuck, Mrs. Gertrude
Veatch, Miss Christine Jones,
Miss Wilma Shuff and Miss Sue
Shutf.
Western—Roy S. Logan, principal; Favious Statham, seventh
and eighth grade science-math
teacher, Mrs. Virginia Kearby,
Mrs. Blanche Moses, Mrs. Mary
C. Wilmath, Mrs. Louise Howell,
Mrs. Naomi Hornsby, Mrs. Aline
Shaw, Mrs. Katherine Hancock,
librarian.
Riverview — P. L. Nichols,
principal; Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers, Morris Tucker, Mrs. Laura
Maclin, Miss Carolyn Triplett,
Miss Anna Lynch, Miss Louise
Galloway and Mrs. Leola Smith.

Custom Barbequing
at all times

in the Four Rivers Council, Boy
Scouts of America, will have
booths or displays in the big
show which will go on, rain or
shine,- since the show will be
housed under a large circus-type
tent.
The arena show will open each
day at 1 o'clock. Among the displays will be those for pioneering, electricity, scuba diving,
fishing, astronomy and aviation,
soil and water conservation,
anima! care, surveying, safety.
farm machinery, model building, marksmanship, personal
fitness, judo, railroading, first
aid, wildlife management, art,
hiking, radio, music, woodcraft,
geology, printing and fingerprinting.
There will also be a small
group of special booths devoted
to various tourist atiractions and
other special interests.
An elaborate arena show each
afternoon will feature Indian
dancers, a greased pig contest
which has created much interests, a pinewood derby. space

plorer. Rusty Ferguson is ticket
chairman and Walt Moore 15
general chairman of the Scout0-Rama.

living proof of the
Wayne Pig Starting program!

Saturday night at 8 o'clock a
grandstand show with 12 gospel
singin, country music, and rock
and roll groups will be presented
in the stadium.
The two-day event opens with
a parade at 10 a.m. Saturday beginning at Barkley Park and proceeding west on Broadway to
Tenth St., where it will disband.
Bands from Lone Oak, Tilghman,
North Marshall and Livingston

CHARLOTTE'S

SWEET SHOP

These are some of the 48 pigs on the Jim Dawes
farm being weighed by Paul Butts, Jim Dawes and
Dean Collier, and Ralph Edrington, Wayne feed
salesman.

212 Commercial Street

Here is the 8-week report from the

Fulton, Ky.

JIM DAWES FARM

COMING SOON

that you have been waiting for

Watch For Opening Date

JUST IN
Special ,Price Outside
Latex House Paint

48 PIGS
4 SOWS
8 weeks old, pigs averaged 56.6 pounds each
PIG FEED COST PER 56.6-LB. PIG
IS $3.66 PER PIG

WHITE ONLY

2.

IT PAYS TO FEED

479-2641
GALLON

WAYNE
FEEDS

Broadway in South Fulton

Fully Guaranteed
For All Your Paint Needs
GO 70—
0614ife
.
‘
a/eel/di
„La,St. - Fulton, Ky.

Winner of First Vacation:

No. B - 510842
3 CAREFREE DAYS
FOR TWO
3
3
h

BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES

WINNER MUST CLAIM AWARD B
SATURDAY, MAY 27th

With the compliments of

O'Paltedlaig
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 E. tate Line
Phone 472-1700

We will give
away...FREE
SIX -3 Day

Mr. and Mrs. Don Samons

Vacations

("Don" and "tootie")

at your choice of:
Miami Beach — Disneyland
Sari Francisco — Las Vegas

pleased to announce that they
are now associated with Bob McKnight
at the JEWEL BOX JEWELRY, INC.
They invite all of their friends
to come and visit them.

FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3341 Tatou
Math office 471•2468

mate's, three dozen churc h,
school, civic and commercial
grcups.
That many sponsors of troops

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ON THE MOVE—Governor Edward T. Breathitt addresses a crowd at Ashland during ground-breaking ceremonies for a new
$1.5 million State area vocational-technical school. He
stands before a model of the new school which will
accommodate 1,500 students. It is one of some 40 area
and extension schools Kentucky now has either under
construction or being planned at a cost of $21.1 million. The construction program is to be completed in
about two years.

Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1821

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY. MAY 18 1967

derby, magic show, and greased
pole contest.

VARDEN
FORD SALES

Used Cars

FULTON. KENTUCKY

221 Main Street, Fulton

COLORING BOOKS
10c
100 Pagers, Sell inches!

Ben Franklin
202 L,ilte

Falton

Neat drawing Saturday, May 27 and drawings each two
weeks thereafter. Red carpet treatment when you arrive
at your destination! Your choice of four plans! See your
AT DISNEYLAND, or MIAMI BEACH,
OK-PARISIAN routeman for details; save your statements;
SAN FRANCISCO or LAS VEGAS, IF
bonus tickets for storage orders! (Our employees and
6 YOU PREFER!
their families not eligible). (Transportation excluded).
IIIFAKIII/AMIAIFAVAIAIIIIIIrIGI/IIIIFAII/41I/IIPArAPAPIVI/IIIIAIwmArArair
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FOR SENSIBLE WEIGHT
CONTROL THERE'S NO
SyBSITUTE FORA
BALANCED DIET. you
NEED THE ESSENTIAL
NUTRIENTS THAT A
VARIETY OF FOODS
GIVES You, 5-ricsc
WITH THE FOUR FOOD
GROUPS -MEATS,FiSH,
POULTRY; MILK AND MILK
PRODUCTS, FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES, ENRICHED
OR WHOLE GRAIN BREADS
AND CEREALS.

Barbara Ann Vaughan of Wingo
To Wed Lowell Grooms of Fulton Hami▪lton Seeks
Assassinating a
President
To many foreigners. and to
many Americans as well, one of
the oddest aspects of the assassination of President Kennedy was that
the United States had no law
against it.
Was this just a legislative oversight? Not at all. On the contrary.
such a law had been proposed and
debated a number of times over
the years—and had always been
turned down.
Of course, that does not mean
the assassination was legal. The
lack of a federal law merely reflects the fact that, in this country,
the punishment of crime has
always been entrusted primarily to
the individual states. The presiden-

Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Vaughan of Wingo, Kentucky, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Miss Barbara Ann
Vaughan, to Mr. James Lowell Grooms, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Grooms of Fulton, Kentucky.
Miss Vaughan attended Hickman County High
School and is presently employed by Garan, Inc. in
Clinton, Kentucky.
Mr. Grooms was a member of the 1966 graduating class of Fulton High School and is presently
attending David Lipscomb College in Nashville,
Tennessee, as an engineering student.
The wedding is to be solemnized at three
o'clock in the afternoon on Sunday, June 18, in the
Wesley Methodist Church at Beelerton.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend the ceremony.

Wingo Alumni
Banquet Set
For May 20

Your graduation gift problem can be solved a# our
3tore. We have a wide, wonderful collection of gifts
Aohlith_

for young men.

FAMOUS NAME BRANDS
* Suits & Sport Coats
* Slacks & Sport & Dress Shirts
*„Ties aryl
* Belts and Jackets
* Mens Toiletries and Jewelry
• Novelty gifts and many other items for your
consideration.
Gifts Wrapped Free

GRISHAM'S HENS WEAR
220 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, May 18, 1967

Fulton, Ky.

FOR SENSIBLE WEIGHT CONTROL

tial assassination, while not forbidden by federal law, was clearly
forbidden by the laws of every
state.
Why this arrangement? For reasons both historical and geographical, most crimes fit more naturally
into state and local jurisdiction. It
would seem strange indeed to have
the federal government prosecuting
the man who holds up the corner
grocery or who drives recklessly
down Main Street.
And the Constitution itself,
while giving the states a free hand
to deal with crime, gives the federal government no such leeway.
The federal government may punish crime only if the power is:
1) given expressly (for example,
the power to punish treason); or
2) given by implication (for example, the power to punish interference with the United States
As a rule, the crime of murder
has no peculiar significance to the
federal government. Neither expressly nor by implication does the
Constitution give the federal government a general power to punish
homicide.
Yet;.tpyrdering the President,, is
more than just murdering a man.
It is a blow at the government
itself, because it destroys the central repository of the nation's executive authority.
Furthermore, as a practical matter. federal agencies—which have
the duty to protect the President—
should be better able to investigate
such a crime.
The Kennedy as,assination lent
fresh urgency to these considerations. And at last, 176 years after
the nation began, 'Congress has
finally given overwhelming approval to a bill making it a federal
offense to kill the chief executive.
The maximum penalty: death.

TO TIIE VOTERS OF FULTON,
HICKMAN,CARLISLE,
MARSHALL AND GRAVES
COUNTIES:

Tliere has been a lot of discussion in the past few weeks pertaining to the type of campaign being conducted by my opponents.
I do not believe the Office of State Senator should be degraded by "low type" campaigns. My opponents speak about a "new image" but they still campaign on the same
level as always.
I would like to let the voters of the First Senatorial District know that I do not agree
with "mud-slinging," "name calling" politics. There is just one issue in this campaign —
WHO CAN MOST HELP THE FIRST SENATORIAL DISTRICT IN KENTUCKY. I believe
that I am qualified to do this. There are thirty seven other Senators to work with in
Frankfort — all working as a team to better the State. No one man can do it all. I will,
however, do my part in working with the other Senators to make a better Kentucky.
I am running this race on my own. I do not have the support of the State Administration or the street corner politicians. I decided eight years ago that when I retired
from public work I would seek the office of State Senator. I made this decision because
I wanted to continue serving the people of West Kentucky. With your help I can do so.
I have traveled over this District for the past 18 years and I think I know the needs of
Its people. I have worked at public work for several years and I know the problems of the
working man. I have lived on a fixed income and I know the problems this brings. I have
farmed most of my life and I know the needs and problems of the farmer. With my brother
I have operated a grocery and I know some of the problems facing a small business man. I
am mature ,experienced and sober. With this background, I believe I can competently represent the people of the First Senatorial District. This is my only purpose in seeking the
office of State Senator.
I again ask that you elect me as your next State Senator. In doing so, it is neither
my Wish or intent to slur either of my oppon ents. I feel that a man should seek public
office on his own merits, not on the demerits of his opponents.. If you agree, I ask for your
vote. If you disagree, I suggest you vote for one of the others.
I believe that if you will consider this matter carefully, you will go to the polls and elect
Elton (Buck) Ramat:?. for your State Senator on May 23, 1987.
Cordially and sincerely,

ELTON "BUCK" RAMAGE
CANDIDATE FOR STATE SENATOR
Paid for by Elton "Buck" Ramage

To Amend Bill

Union City's State Rep. Milton Hamilton Jr. this afternoon
offered an amendment to the
teacher retirement bill which,if
accepted, would increase the
retirement benefits of some
1,500 teachers over the state.
The teacher retirement bill,
In general, greatly simplifies
the means of figuring a teach-

Page

er's retirement benefits'
the use of a tiled
through
formula.
...„
Mr. Hamilton's amendmitet.:
to this bill would benefit teacl.7.
ers who retired some years agyai::
before teachers were covert*:
by Social Security.
These teachers, he agifFtoday, now receive benefits ken
the rate of $4.39 a month timitiz:
tne number of years they taught,.
The Hamilton amendment
would increase this figure ec
$5. For example, if a teacher
taught for 20 years, she would
be eligible to receive $100 a
month in retirement benefits.

Kenton CP
Has Pastor

The annual Alumni Banquet of
Wingo High School will be held
on Saturday, May 20, at 8 p.m.
at the high school. Reservations
for the banquet may be called in
or mailed to Neville Mays, Bank
of Wingo, I‘ingo, K.
Planners of the alumni dinner
have issued a special invitation
to graduates of Dublin and Water
Valley Schools for the banquet.
Speaker for the occasion will
be Larry J. Hopkins a former
resident of Wingo and graduate
of Wingo High School. He attended Murray State University and
when the Korean conflict broke
out he joined the U.S. Marines. He
served with an experimental
squadron. Following his tour of
duty he attended Purdue University at Lafayette,Indiana and Southern Methodist University of
Dallas, Texas,

Speaker
After his formal education he
entered the field of public relations for three years. During this
time he logged over 2,000,000
miles by commercial airlines and
has been in every major city and
state in the U.S. He has lifetime
citations from five major airlines for travel with them. He
himself is a licensed pilot.
He is a member of many organizations in Lexington including the board of Centenary Methodist Church, Lexington Quarterbacks Tip-Off Club, U-Kats,
Pyramid Companies, Inc., Pyram i d Industries, Southeastern
States Securities, Inc., American
Family Security Group, Inc. and
Good Samaritan Hospital.
He is a member of the Lexington Chamber of Commerce and
serves on the legislative committee. Both Adolph Rupp and
Charlie Bradshaw have utilized
Hopkins in their recruiting program for basketball and football
at U.K.
Hopkins has been in the securities industry for eight years and
during this time he has helped
in the development of two insurance companies — Life Insurance
Company of Kentucky and Kentucky Family Security Insurance
Co. Currently he is employed
by J. J. B. Hilliard, W, I..
Lyons, and Co.
Hopkins is in demand as a
speaker and is an advocate of
the free enterprise system. His
title speech is "Are You Part of
the Problem, or Part of the Answer".
A capacity crowd is expected
for the annual dinner this year.

Knows Everything
Groom: "Now perhaps I'll be
permitted to point out a few of
your defects."
Bride: "It won't be necessary, darling, I know them.
They kept me from getting a
P,. tier mat, than you."

TRY SOME - You'll like IN

Hickory & Apple Smoked

Rev. D. K. Richardson left to
accept a call to the Mt. Dennison church near Springfield,
Tenn.
If everything goes according to plan, Rev. Mr. Cottrell
will move to Kenton the week
a( May 21. He is tentatively
scheduled to preash his tire*
sermon as pastor of the church
Sunday, May 28, according to
Carl Smith, a member of the
pulpit committee.
Mr. Cottrell is a former
pastor of the Mt. Olive church
near Dyer. While pastoring the
Mt. Olive church he also did
part-time work at Bethesda
church in Crockett county. He
pastored a church near Fulton, Ky., and while there was
executive secretary of the famed Banana Festival held there
annually.
"He is an outstanding civic
leader," Mr. Smith said. "And
he is an exceptional speaker
and toastmaster as well as a
preacher. We are fortunate to
secure a man of his ability to
lead our church."
Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell have
four children. He was in Kenton
three weeks ago to preach a
trial sermon.
He has been associated with
ministerial
and educational
work all his life, Mr. Smith
said, and is doing some teaching in Texas. He is very active in PTA work and holds a
lifetime
membership in the
Tennessee Congress of PTA.

Vote
For
Robert Matthews
For
Lieutenant-Governor
- - a qualified lawyer
-- an experienced government
official
-- a friend of the consumer
- - a man dedicated to Kentucky
-- the man for the job

Robert'Bob' Matthews
Your Vote and Influence
Sincerely Appreciated
Democratic primary
Na 23 1967

Henry
Ward
Builds
Industry
...Jobs

Mid-Town Barbecue
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Danger: The
Dotted Line
"I know you can

woman wrote this
ly, "but since so m
this way, I thought
good subject for at
Which way was
She had signed an
of books, offered by
salesman. Later, w
ii over with her hi,
cided they could
purchase.
Unhappily, howe
grounds for getting
tract except that st
her mind. And, as )
ized too late, that
A dotted line,

aossing, is a goo(
tion. In the vast rr
at least if you ar
law will hold you
—no matter what
you might have at
This sternness i)
tical necessities. Ci
transactions in el
based on the sir
both sides of the
signature is hind
have commercial
ments, formally en
be cast aside at w
True, the law
of a signed conlr
special circumstai
relief. Most often
volve some kind
fraud "infects"
makes it subject u
Here is an exai
A used car deal
over a vital clause
agreement while t
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Henry Ward has experience as a businessman and as a
developer of new industry for Kentucky. He will use bold,
imaginative programs to bring more industry to our state .
and create more jobs for the people of Kentucky.

Paid for by Nentuckians for ward, foster Ockerman, Chairman. Robert
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Rev. William L. Cottrell,
37, a native of Troy, and presently pastor of an Olton, Texas
church, has accepted a call to
the pastorate of Kenton Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The Kenton pulpit has been
vacant since March 26 when

REV. WILLIAM L. COTTRELL

LARRY HOPKINS
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1
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Danger: The
Dotted Line
"I know you can't

HERE ARE TWO OF OUR LUCKY
4, CASH JACKPOT WINNERS !!!

help me," a
woman wrote tlus column recently, "but since so many are caught
this way, I thought it would be a
good subject for an article."
Which way was she "caught"?
She had signed an order for a set
of books, offered by a door-to-door
salesman. Later, when she talked
it over with her husband, they decided they could not afford the
purchase.
Unhappily, however, she had no
grounds for getting out of her contract except that she had changed
her mind. And, as she herself realized too late, that was not enough.
A dotted line, like a railroad

LEFT1 TOM H. LAWSON— RIGHT: J.E. SMITH
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crossing, is a good place for caution. In the vast majority of cases,
at least if you are an adult, the
law will hold you to what you sign
—no matter what second thoughts
you might have afterward.
This sternness is based on practical necessities. Countless business
transactions in everyday life are
based on the understanding, on
both sides of the bargain, that a
signature is binding. We would
have commercial chaos if agreements, formally entered into, could
be cast aside at will.
True, the law may let you out
of a signed contract if there are
special circumstances that justify
relief. Most often, such cases involve some kind of fraud. For
fraud "infects" a contract and
makes it subject to cancellation.
Here is an example:
A used car dealer held his hand
over a vital clause of the purchase
agreement while the customer was
reading and signing it. When this
chicanery. was established in court,
the judge held the customer not
bound by his signature.
You may also be "let off the
hook" if you signed under the
pressure of undue influence or
duress (such as a menacing fist in
your face).
But excuses like "I didn't read it
before I signed" are usually of
little avail in the courtroom.
In one case, a man said he had
not read the contract because he
did not have his glasses with him.
Unimpressed. the court held him
just as hound as if he had read
every word.
It is a hard way to learn that, as
one judge put it:
"Signatures to obligations are
sot mere ornaments."
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Now there's a crop which can
replace perennial legumes—
DeKalb Sudaz Brand, the
original Sorghum-Sudangrass
Hybrids. Thew versatile annuals
have been hailed miracle crops—
bred to produce much more feed
per acre.
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It is because God knows and
two-edged sword, piercing even to
understands us so thoroughly that
the dividing asunder of soul and
His word can sometimes cut us
spirit, and of the joints and marso deeply.
THE SPIRIT
row, and is a discerner of the
How wise, then to how before
of God."
thoughts and intents of the heart".
that Blessed Book, acknowledge its
The Bible is called the Sword
"Neither is there any creature
condemnation of sin and trust the
of "the Spirit," because the Spirit that is not manifest in His sight:
Savior it presents! And, having
of God is its Author. It is called but all things are naked and
done this, how wise to "put on the
"the Sword" of the Spirit because, opened unto the eyes of Him with
whole armor of God," not forgetthus written by God who knows whom we have to do."
ting to "take . . . the Sword of
all, it can cut deeply. This makes
As David said long ago:
the Spirit, which is the Word of
it a formidable weapon against
"0 Lord, Thou has searched me.
God"!
Satan and the forces of evil oper- and known me.
ating all about us. We are told in
"Thou knowest my downsitting
Hebrews 4:12, 13:
and mine uprising; Thou underCLINTON, Ky. — A gracious lady
"The Word of God is living and standest my thoughts afar off" ; lawyer, who has no plans for retiring,
powerful, and sharper than any (Psalm 139:1, 2).
is 73-year-old Mrs. Nancy Day Mont-
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THE SWORD OP
"The Sword of the Spirit . . .
is the Word of God" (Eph. 6:17).
Of all the spiritual armor which
believers are told to "put on" in
Eph. 6:11-18, there is only one
offensive weapon. This is "the
Sword of the Spirit . . . the Word
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r Oept. et Public Information,
Section POI
Capitol Annex Bldg.,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

Senator Brand voted for SB 207, which
gives equal pay for all women where they
are doing the same work as a man - This
bill became a law on March 24, 1966 with
Governor Breathitt's signature - I was criticized for this vote, but, I thought it was only
fair, moral vote to make, my opponent did
not think so.
Fudge Sundae Pie. belongs in the category of do-it-ahead dishes
so beloved by hostesses. But it has much more than that alone
to recommend. it. Family or guests will be delighted with this
frozen concoction for it is highlighted by a chocolate-rich sauce
that owes its especially smooth character to miniature marshmallows. Additional good news for the cock — there's no fussing
with candy thermometers or carefully boiling to a specific stage;
the only thing necessary for the sauce is to combine the milk,
semi-sweet chocolate and the marshmallows and cook, stirring
over medium heat until blended and thick.

Fudge Sundae Pie
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
cup evaporated milk
Vanilla wafers
6-oz. pkg. semi-sweet
1 qt. vanilla ice cream
chocolate pieces
Pecan halves
1 cup miniature marshmallows
Combine milk, chocolate., marshmallows and salt. Stir over
medium heat until marshmallows and chocolate melt and mixture thickens; cool. Line bottom and sides of a 9-inch plate (or
two 1-quart refrigerator trays) with vanilla wafers. Fill with half
of ice cream; cover with half the chocolate sauce. Repeat layers;

Please send, without obligation,
information on Kentucky's parks
and shrines.
Name
Address
City
Stale

garnish with pecans. Freeze.
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Price Groups!
Prices Good
Through May

Bay FAMILY SHOE STORE
FULTM ZEN.TUCKy

The People
Helper
Henry Ward believes that government should serve
the people. He sponsored and helped pass the
Anti-Loan Shark law, helped build better roads and
a better park system for Kentucky.
... because people
needed them. Henry Ward cares about children,
schools, public safety and the well-being of all
Kentuckians. You want that kind of governor

Sound Builder
for Kentucky
HENRY WARD
FOR GOVERNOR
ii Ward, Poster Ockerrnan, Chairman. Robert Evans, treasurer. Sheraton Hotel. Louisville.

MRS. MONTGOMERY
She has served as a public official for
a total of 23 years — 13 as Circuit Court
clerk and 10 as county attorney.
In 1941, Mrs. Montgomery was elected county attorney of Hickman County
and served in that office from 1942 until
1946. She was not a nominee of either
party, but was elected as a write-in candidate under the Democratic label.
In January, 1946, she retired from
public office, but a few years ago, in
April, 1960, she again returned to the
office of county attorney, serving until
January, 1966. She filled a two-year unexpired term by appointment, then was
elected to a four-year term.
She did not seek the office during the
last election.
Mrs. Montgomery is quite definite in
her view that a woman is under no
handicap as an attorney.
Attractive and stately, Mrs. Montgomery is a leading profession...1 woman.
Mrs. Montgomery, a director of the
First National Bank at Clinton, has
served the people of her county as deputy Circuit Court clerk, Circuit Court
clerk and county attorney and, in addition, has served the Commonwealth of
Kentucky as a member of the Board of
Charities and Corrections.
The woman attorney has been listed
in Who's Who of American Women,
Mrs. Montgomery's busy career also
has included faithful service to the Democratic party — she was a member of
the State Central Democratic Committee
for four years, and she has given of her
time to both church and school work.
Mrs. Montgomery has been active in
church work with the First Methodist
Church of Clinton, where she has taught
a Sunday School class for about 35 years.
She was a delegate to the Southeast
Jurisdictional Conference at Roanoke,
Va. in 1952 as the first woman, excepting WSCS presidents, representing the
Memphis Conference of the Methodist
Church, In 1956, she again was a delegate to the Jurisdictional Conference at
Junaluska, N. C., and a delegate to the
General Conference in Minenapolis.
Mrs. Montgomery is a member of
the Kentucky State Bar Association and
has served as a director of the First National Bank in Clinton for about 23 years.
In addition to her other interests, she
also operated a farm in Tennessee from
her husband's death in 1937 until about
1950.
_ Mrs. Montgomery was born in Hickman County near Clinton on Dec. 11,
1893, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
B. Day. Her mother was the former Miss
'Nettie Elliott. Both parents are now dead.
When young Miss Nancy Day was
seven years old her family moved to
Clinton, where she attended the public
schools and enrolled at old Marvin College and was graduated there in 1911.
After her graduation from Marvin College, Miss Day taught school for two
years at the high school in Ripley, Tenn.
Mixing teaching with studying, during
this time she attended for one year the
Normal School at Memphis that is now
Memphis State College where she took
a liberal arts course.
Miss Day first began her public career in the courthouse in 1915 as deputy
Circuit Court clerk and was elected to
the office of Circuit Court clerk in 1921,
taking office in January of 1922. She
served as clerk until 1928.
Having qualified for the practice of
law during her stay in the Circuit Court
clerk's office, Miss Day was admitted
to the bar in September of 1927 and
opened her law office in Clinton in January of 1928.
Her successful law practice continued
until December 1931 when she was married to Frank Montgomery of Brownsville, Tenn. During 1932 and 1933 Mrs.
Montgomery was busy as a homemaker.
first on her husband's farm in Tennessee
and later in Clinton. In 1933 she returned
to the practice of law and is still active
in that profession.
Mrs. Montgomery has been a member of the Eastern Star for approximately 44 years, first at Clinton and later at
Clara Heinrich chapter in Paducah.
Mrs. Montgomery has been a Kentucky Colonel since 1927.
The Clinton woman lives alone in her
home on Beelerton Hill. Mrs. Montgomery plans to continue her law practice
because she enjoys to be with people.
"I have no close relatives and living
alone, I would be lonely if! did not continue to work," she said.

I co-sponsored a bill for a $5000 homestead
tax exemption for every home owner, a
humane tax relief to our senior citizens that
made this country the greatest nation on
earth - We are sending billions to foreign
countries, I want to do something for our
people at home. Mr. Opponent how could
you be so cruel to critize this vote? This bill
would have been a tax relief to every home
owner in Mayfield of $47.90, and, to every
home owner in Graves County of $25.75
(other counties can figure $5000 by that tax
rate and arrive at their tax relief.)

Your negro labor leaders say I voted
against labor on two bills, one was the civil
rights MIL I am proud of that vote - the
other bill was when I voted against removing
tax on liquor and placing it on your home.
I hurt labor in Louisville, they say. I say I
am proud of this vote too. I was voting for
West Ky. as we don't make liquor down here.
Mr. Opponent, tell the people how you will
vote on the open housing bill. I will vote
against it. The people are entitled to latow.

Mr. Opponent, tell the people how you
voted on wrecking the constitution - I have
an honor for working and voting against it.
Mr. Oppoent, you have all the negro labor
leaders endorsements (the workers are for
me) why don't you have an endorsement
from your own profession (the lawyers) they
know you the best.

Mr. Opponent, where is all this money
coming from you are spending to defeat me?
Is it coming from the politicians because I
voted against the property tax raise? Is it
coming from the distilleries because I voted
against removing tax on liquor or is W. C.
Young the negro labor leader with N.A.A.C.P.
seeking revenge for my voting against the
civil rights bill.?

Mr. Opponent from Louisville, the people
want to know, they are entitled to know
after all you have not told them yet. What
you are for or what you are against.

I have nobody for me except the people

RE-ELECT
GEORGE BRAND
STATE SENATOR
(Paid for by George Brand)
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U. S. CHOICE CORN FED HAND PICKED

FRYER PARTS

Leg& Thighs lb. 39c
lb.
Breast
lb. 29c
lb. 15c Wings
Backs
lb. 39c
lb. 10c Gizzards
Necks
Hamburger lb. 39c Picnics 3lbs. $2.29ea.
lb. 39c
FRYERS lb. 29c Chickens
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1-2 GALLON I

KRAFT FRESH

5111
me

PURE CANE
With Additional
$5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk &
Tobacco Products

lb. 29c

REELFOOT RAG Whole or Half Stick

REELFOOT

FRYER PARTS

PARTS

lb. 45c
Sliced Bacon lb. 69c Bologna
39c
lb.
l
Jow
ked
Smo
Franks 12-oz.pkg. 49c
REELFOOT

REELFOOT ENDS and PIECES

FINE FOR SEASONING

lb. 11,1 Bacon 51b. box $1.29
lb. 19c Sausage 3 lbs. 99c

Fat Back

PYRAMID PORK

FRESH

Neck Bones

9`1BISCUITS

5lbs

FROM OUR
45c
Ham Salad 8-oz.
_ 49c
Baked Beans 16-oz.
35c
Potato Salad 16-oz.
59c
Deviled Egg s 12 halves

KITCHEN
39c
Prepared Slaw 16-oz.
59c
Fruit Salad 16-oz.
49c
Macaroni Salad 16-oz.
Pineapple Cottage Cheese 16-oz. _ 59c

Oleo

Limit

4
•Please

ANDY

cans

lbs. $1.00

KRAFT SLICED 8-oz. PKG.

35c

Amer-Cheese

6FREE VACATIONS.
LAS VEGAS - SAN FRANCISCO N
DISNEYLAND - MIAMI BEACH - SONS
ONE VACATION WILL BE GIVE

Second Week
Winner
Mr. and Mrs. David Holland

JUST REGISTER AT E. W.JAMES &
JUNE 7-14-21
AWAY EACH WEEK DRAWING MAY 10-17-24-31, James
& Sons.
uted by E. W.
VACATION BY MIAMI BEACH HOLIDAYS INC. Distrib
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LUCKY 12 TO THE BOX

SWEET—LIBBY'S 16-oz.

POP-ICE FOR FREEZING
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Pies
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WISH BONE 8-oz.
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YELLOW U.S. NO. 1

i

4 ROLLS

U. S. NO. 1 NEW ALABAMA RED

EXTRA GOOD FLAVOR U. S. NO. 1

SWEET FLORIDA 22 Lb. AVERAGE

VINE RIPENED

These are the
finest potatoes we
have ever put
in a bag

10 LBS

59c

English Mountain Brand 303 Size

2 for

lb 23c Watermelons ea. 99c Cut Green Beans 29c
2lbs. 29c Tomatoes
vash
Barbecue Sauce 49c 46-oz. KLEAR FLOOR WAX WHOLE NEW POTATOES 2 for 29c Syrup 5lb. jar 49c
RIVER BRAND BLACKBURN MADE

4-z. Maull's
-2-

100 Free Quality Stamps With

COLLINSWOOD 303 SIZE CAN

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

irand)
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YOUR SHOPPING HEADQU
With Stamp Ren Center
For Low Low Prices demptio
in Union City.
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STORE HOURS
MONDAY.THURSDAY 8 A.M. TO 8 P. M.
FRIDAY 8 — 8 P. M.
SATURDAY 8 — 9 P. M. SUNDAY 9 A. M. —7P. M.
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Fultor

Bobby Gene Williams suffered
multiple fractures and deep
lacerations when he lost his
balance and fell down the chute
and landed on a pile of trash.

I ALLS 21 I LOONS
Tulsa, Okla. --Doctors say a
35-year-old carpenter who fell
floors down a trash chute has
good change for recovery.

Cotton Jewelry?
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NEWS-MAKING JEWELRY—Cotton crops up in a new place
on the fashion scene—in colorful jewelry ranging from bracelets
and necklaces to dramatic Byzantine drop earrings. Compressed,
colored and lacquered, the cotton jewelry has a glossy ceramic
finish but is lightweight. By Stanley Hagler.

Doctor
in the Kitchen
by W.W. Bauer, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

PAMPERING THE SWEET TOOTH
offsets much of the damage done
by sticky sweets clinging to the
teeth.
In two circumstances, sugar
and starches must be reduced in
the diet. One is diabetes, and
the other is a strict reducing
diet, where there is no allowance
for luxury items. In such circumstances, those who insist on pampering the sweet tooth, have a
handy way of doing so in the
artificial sweeteners now available. The principal ones are:
Saccharin, a white powder
which has roughly 500
times the sweetening power of sugar;
Cyclamates, sodium or calcium
(Sucaryl), also have a very
high sweetening power
(the calcium form is for
sodium-restricted diets);
Sorbitol, a sweet-tasting alcohol
found in imported low.
calorie food preparations;
unsuitable for diabetics.
The first two artificial sweeteners are available in solution,
powder or tablets. Their sweetening power in relation to customary quantities of sugar used
in recipes depends on the preparation; the maker's instructions
should be followed.
Sugar Useful
The safety of sweeteners has
In defense of sugar, it is only been questioned. In 1955 the Food
fair to say that used in reason- and Nutrition Board of the Naable moderation, it contributes tional Academy of Sciences —
relatively few calories to a prop- National Research Council, recerly balanced diet. Its alleged ommended them, and repeated
"emptiness" of mineral and vita. this advice in 1962. A 1965 decmin contributions, likewise is laration by the Food and Drug
counterbalanced by the rest of Administration repeats the assurthe diet. As to dental decay — ance of safety_ "as presently
the proper use of the toothbrush used."

Among the four basic taste
sensations, that of sweetness is
perhaps the most prized. There
are a few gourmets who savor
bitterness, some who like the
sharp tang of acid. Salt is usually
preferred for its subtle influence
on other tastes, but occasionally
for itself.
Almost everyone goes for
sweets. And there a problem
arises. The natural sweet taste
of foods comes from their sugar
content. Sweetness is insufficient
in some, and overshadowed in
others by the acids, as in some
citrus fruits. And so the taste is
supplemented by the addition of
the sugar we know best, sucrose,
derived mainly from the sugar
cane and the sugar beet. And
this has, in addition to its delightful taste, "dose ol' debbil
calories!"
Besides, it has been indicated
by dentists as a contributing
cause of dental decay. And the
cruelest blow of all, nutritionists
hold it in contempt as a source of
"empty calories." Only the food
faddists love sugar, and then only
in its unrefined form.

INSTRUCTION

SEE SCENIC KENTUCKY FIRST is the advice given this young family by
W. L. Knight, director of the State Public Information Department's travel division and a travel host at a recent vacation and travel show in Columbus, Ohio.
The department will operate Kentucky vacation-information booths at 15 travel,
vacation and sports shows held in major cities this spring and fall. Knight estimates that more than 7,000,000 persons, all potential tourists, will receive firsthand information about Kentucky vacation opportunities as a result of these
shows.

Subject to Democratic Primary
May 23, 1967
PROVEN LEADERSHIP
Teach•r, County Superintendent. Senator,
State -Superintendent, Conlin. of Agriculture
Veteran

PAID FOR BY FRIENDS OF WENDELL P. BUTLER

WA
Felten

Democratic Candidate For State Legislature
OL. C

CAPABLE

HONEST

EFFICIENT

SINCERE

BUSINESSMAN

RELIABLE

The First Representative District, consisting of Fulton. Hickman, Carlisle and Ballard Counties, is in dire
.need of efficient forward looking leadership and representation in the Kentucky Legislature.
Progressive leaders in each of these four counties are sponsoring the candidacy of TOT WALDON, who has
the ability, training and is the best qualified man available to provide the leadership we need in the Kentucky legislature.

VOTE FOR TOT WALDON
2. The future of America depends upon the education we give our young people today. If you hay.an interest
in children,

VOTE FOR TOT WALDON

ALL POPULAR ANALYSES
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1. If you want to see your county moved forward with new industries,
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Tot Weldon is thirty-six years old, married and the father of four children. He is a graduate of Murray
University, was a school principal for six years, and has been an insurance executive and farmer for the past nine
seers. He is a Sunday School Superintendent, past Master of the Masonic Lodge, and an active civic leader.
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3. The tax burden has become one of our most difficult problems. If you are interested in obtaining relief
from this burden in keeping with good Government,
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VOTE FOR TOT WALDON

5-10-15S
4. For many years the farmer suffered because of poor legislation or no legislation at all. If farmers are interested in having a representative in the legislature,

PROVEN
PERFORMANCE
In
Yielding Ability
Standing Ability Root
Lodging — Disease Resistance
Large Flats — $9.50
per bu.
Regular Flats — $10.75
per bu.

VOTE FOR TOT WALDON
5. The mentally retarded have been the forgotten people in past years in Kentucky. If you are interested in
helping these people,

VOTE FOR TOT WALDON
6

If you want a good rural road system,

VOTE FOR TOT WALDON
7. If you are interested in improving the living standards of the poor in this arse.

We have a fine assortment of

SEED SOYBEANS
Available now at

VOTE FOR TOT WALDON
8. If you want a representative in the legislature to be a man with whom you can discuss the problems of your
community and will use his energies and influence to solvethose problems,

VOTE FOR TOT WALDON
n
9. If you want to be represented by a man that is not being sponsored by any special group or organisatio
and is a purely independent candidate,

VOTE FOR TOT WALDON
Fulton, Kentucky

Dial 472-1300

Oil Statior
he an ext.

Paid for by Committee for Tot Weldon, H. L. Conway, Treasurer
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WHAT'S GOING ON
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Ky. DepFt.raonfkAfogrrticulture

USED nun=

FOR SAI,E: Good upright piano.
See it at Exchange Furniture
Company in Fulton.
INCOME • SPARE TIME

BARGAINS

IDENT

ION

y

BUT LER

1111.111111. 411•11111• 411

Excellent spare time business opportunity. No selling. Refill and
collect money from New Type coin
operated dispensers in thi sarea.
Must have car, references, $650 to
$1950 cash. Ten hours weekly can
net excellent income. More time
can result in 'more money. For personal interview write, Cal-Ton Supply Company, Inc. Beatty Building,
5907 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15206. Please include phone number.
WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look
tog for real estate in this area. If
YOU want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee; phone 479-2651.
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers;
etc. are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2262.

Cotton mattresses, *Itch
Table lamps, each
$2•00
Maple bedroom suit* wills
chifferob•
S59.00
One 2-piece bedroom suit*
(bed end vanity
dresser _
$23.00
Good occasional chairs ea. $7.50
Dinette suit.
$10.00
Odd tables
es. $1.00
G-E Refrigerator, Good Shape
$49.93
New Maple Bedstead (save '4)
$47.50
Tappan gas rings,
$40.00
Refrigerators,
$15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.23 yard
Dinette Set, like new,
$24.95
Apartment-size electric stove,
like new,
$911.13
REDUCE!
Living room suite
$10.00
Tappan gas ran,*
$40.00 vith Siender-X JO tablet or chewing
'gum
form.
Now available 'at
Refrigerators,
$15 and up
SOUTHSIDE DRUG
Come in and browse around; we
PIANO or ORGAN - TRY BEhare lots of bargains not advertised!
FORE YOU BUY— Rent as low as
$10.00 per month. All money applied to purchase -No obligation to
buy. Lessons available. For InforFurniture Store
mation ('all MRS. L. C. LOGAN
Patton
Phan. 472-3421
472-2405 in Fulton or JACO'S in.
Jackson, Tenn

employees are called
back to work and the
program "goes to the
field." Such is the
nature of the duties
of the division that is
headed by Coburn
Gayle.
The salt marsh
mosquito is a persistent, tough enemy
that must be faced
each Spring. The
campaign starts in
the swampy areas of
western Kentucky and
the first phase is the
task of larviciding
the backwater and

The Spring season
always brings intensified activities by
the Division of Pest
and Noxious Weed
Control. Throughout
the winter months,
the Division operates
with a skeleton staff
devoting itself to
assisting in cornmunity rodent control
campaigns, policing
the commercial termite and pest control
industry, and doing
modification work
and overhauling the
complicated equipment utilized by the
agency in its service
programs.
Come April 1, however, things start
bustling for the
division. Seasonal

material, Dibrom 14,
is being used this
season. Gayle said
that it is proven to be
an effective control
agent with a low
level of toxicity for
humans, animals,
and birds. In the
remote
unpopulated
areas, DDT will be
used.
Elsewhere the
division is conducting
a service program of
nodding thistle control.
Right now the
technicians of t h e
division are treating
the fields of many
farms in more than a
half dozen counties
with 2, 4-D to eradicate this noxious
weed.
Although the
division has not commenced its Johnson
grass control campaign, plans are now
being devised to
launch the program
in many counties
about June 1. In this
program the division
.supplies technical
assistance and spraying equipment to
landowners as an aid
in their efforts to
rid their farms of
Johnson grass.
Each year at about
this time Gayle finds
it necessary to warn

A 'Peek
At '9asbron.

WADE'S USED

LAL EST VIE FOR SALE
•L. C. W. BURROW and ROY D.TAYLOR, Broker

HOUSES
An exceptional house on Jefferson
Street. Has 3 large bedrooms, nice
modern kitchen. This house has
Good 2-bedroom house loca- been remodeled and is like new.
ted in Covington Subdivision, Price is reasonable.
near South Fulton Baptist ChA new 3-bedroom house with den
urch. Very reasonable price.
11
/
2 baths, wall-to-wall carpeting
Home of the late Mrs. J. W. Howard Milam Subdivision west o
Gordon. Located on corner of town. A good buy.
Eddings and Third. Exce,leM
Very nice country home east of
location and reasonabley pricDukedom in a good community
ed.
with about one acre of land.
with
Nice 2-bedroom house
2-bedroom house in excellent
unusually large living hoom
Central heat, newly decorated. condition. Reasonably priced. Located at 105 Sixth Street, Fulton.
Located in Highlands.
An extra good 3-bedroom houGood roomy house on Valley se with basement and
c t1
heat. Located on a large -kit
Street. Good buy.
Highlands.
An extra nice 2-bedroom house in good -epair. Nice sized
of
rooms. Locatgd on corner
Smith and Holmes, South Fu:ton.

2-bedroom house with bath
and dining room, about 2 acres
of land, located in Crutchfield,
Ky. This house is only 4 years
old. Priced to sell.

Unusually nice place in the
/
2 acres
country, with about 11
of land, located 214 miles north
of Fulton on Highway 307. Al;
modern conveniences.
_
goon
Nice roomy house hi
repair, located on a large let,
Just outside corporation in Fuland
ton, Ky., with city water
gas.

Good house, large lot located
on Broadway, South Fulon.
This place can be converted into commercial property. Priced
right.

MIDDY-DRESS—A new look in
tennis wear is inspired by the
middy blouse. In white cotton
sailcloth with pleated striped
flounce, it tops a pair of white
shorts. By Tedda Togs of Texas.

overgrown areas to
destroy the mosquito
larvae a-borning.
Total victory is never
achieved, how ever,
and millions of mosquitoes hatch and are
soon on the wing to
annoy humans and

Good 7-room house in excellent repair, 1f/2 baths, central
gas heat in basement, located
on Walnut Street. Owner says
fell Price is right.

bedroom house on
Good 2
A new 4-room house with
Also
bath. Located in Cayce. Ky. large lot in Highlands.
this
five extra lots adjoining
Price is very reasonable.
property. Will sell all or part.
House in extra good repRIr.
garage, 1.I/2 baths. A nice 2-bedroom house for
Fnclosed
ced air heat, enclosed garage
Located on Green St.
Located close to church and
Icr
market
the
If you are in
school in South Fulton.
can
and
distinction
a home of
A new 2-bedroom house in
can
afford a $30,000 home, I
make you an attractive offer - Water Valley. Never been occupied. Price is reasonable.
Mg.

terrorize livestock.
Then, too, the threat
of the encephalitis-,
bearing (sleeping
sickness) culex mosquito must never be
minimized.
Along with the
mosquito the division
becomes airborne-in early April,
weather permitting-and the two airplanes
of the department
start the daily grind
of aerial spraying.
Covering hundreds of
acres each flying day,
these planes will
continue their task
right on up to frost.
Although the "kill" is
real good, the effectiveness is only 10-14
days due to the short
residual life of the
chemicals used a nd
the probability of rain
diluting it. A new
crop of mosquitoes
hatches and soon
another swarm of
adult mosquitoes is
in the air to challenge
man and his technology. A new spray

exterminators.
Although the division
constantly polices
this industry to weed
out the few that are
incompetent and disreputable, it seems
that e.very year some
of them a r e able to
negotiate lu crat ive
contracts which they
never fulfill.
Gayle
advises every prop-

erty owner who
suspects the presence
of termites on his
_premises to obtain
inspection and costs
estimates from two
or three licensed,
reputable firms.
Legitimate operators
welcome the opportunity to solicit
business on this
basis, he added.

Week Day Opening Times

"FULTON] 7: PM. — Saturday's Sun-

homeowners of the
damage that termites
and other structural
pests can do to their
The
property.
termite swarming
season is now on and
owners are urged to
carefully inspect
their property for the
presence of wood infesting termites.
Unfortunately, many
property owners have
been victimized by
unscrupulous termite

THUR • FRI - SAT.
MAY 11 - 19 .10
Warren Beatty, Leslie Caron

Promise Her Anything
Clint Walker, Martha Myer

Night Of The Grizzly
SUN - MON - TUES - WED.
MAY 21, 22, 23, 24

'Riot On Sunset
Strip"
—Starring—
Aldo Ray, Mimsy Farmer
THE MOST SHOCKING
FILM OF OUR
GENERATION!!!

day's & Holidays 1 P. M.!
Double Feature Thursday Thru Saturday!
20° Cent: II

jular
(A-M

CIIIHLISCOR CIA

— Co-Feature! — (NCA)

Bloodthirsty Vampire Lives Again!

affit

PRINCE OF DARKNESS
,...sEHRISIOPHER LEE
NUM SifilEY MORMAIR
A SAVIN *NS W.A./100.

1111.1.0

.1..tor

,0%

Mak av on.

te

Sunday Thru Tuesday — (A-MY-Y)
ROCK HUDSON • GEORGE PEPPARD
GUY STOCKWELL
NIGEL GREEN TO
TECINDLOR6'

BRUK

•UNIVFIMA1 EtEIS_•_CF

You'll find your
BRAND
of vacation fun
at the

DESERT

1

RANcn

I

,

. amid a tropical setting of
swaying palms, sunny skies,
and clear blue waters.
Spacious, colorful
•
accommodations,
friendly hospitality,
and a multitude of
outstanding features, including
• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • COFFEE POT- -for snacks or
meals
• Private white sand Beach
• GOLDEN NUGGET—for cocktail
• Freshwater Swimming Pool
sippin'
• Shuffleboard
• GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• Free TV
CLUB- -for hearty dining
• 24-hr. Phone Service
STAMPEDE ROOM . . . West Coast Florida's largest
E
•
Nite Spot ... featuring LENNY DEE.top Decca recording artist, organ stylist and comedian. Dancing nightly.
All facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars (for up to 300)
100% Air-Conditioned, Open All Year. wm. for colorIul brochur.

-r

THE

DESERT
RANCH

"on the gulf" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD

ST. PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA

FULTON
"A" rating for adults
"MY" rating for mature young
people

•

"Y" rating for young people
"GA" rating for general audience
(family)

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
A new modern service station do
ing a good business. If you would
Oil Station, already leased; would like to get in business for yourself.
this is your opportunity. A reasonbe an extra good investment.
able amount of cash will handle it.

"C" rating for children, unaccompanied

SOFT FASHION—Cotton terry
blooms bright flowers on a new
"dry suit"—long shirt and matching shorts ideal for beach wear
or a landlubber's backyard. By
Fern Form of Texas.

FARMS

"NCA" rating for pictures 611
which no classification Is
available.

•
33 acres of good land with a good
100 acres of good hill land
house. Located about 7 miles east with new house and dairy barn.
County.
A
of .Fulton in Graves
Located on black-topped road.
beautiful place.
This farm is a good buy. You
can get possession soon.
loland,
hill
good
187 acres of
/
2 miles
cated in Weakley County, 51
southeast of Fulton on a good road. '32 acres of good land, good house
convernThis farm is in a high state of cul- and barn with modern
very nice clean
tivation and has been in the soil ,ences. This is a
mile off
bank for a number of years. It has 'place. Located one-tenth
Water
plenty of barns, fences, and plenty .a black-topped road, north of
'Valley, Kentucky.
of good water and a fair house.

LENNOX
GAS FURNACES

'Ns

FM DING LOTS
Beautiful building lots in MeaFulton,
dowview Subdivision,
Kentucky.

Complete Home Heating &
24,--4f Air Conditioning

AIR CONDITIONERS
A choice building lot in Coun-

HEAT-PUMPS

try Club Courts. This is a come'
Beautiful building lots in Highlands.
lot, 105' x 175', located In one of
A very nice building lot
outh Fulton.

in this ad.
We have other property for sale not listed

W. BURROW and
TAYLOR, sroc

COL
orty
eillilia•-•11111111

?del Avenue. Fulton

4"; 1;r71

ELECTRIC FURNACES

in the better parts of town.

Ki ntuc Icy

I

GAS
APPLIANCE
OPEN

p

ALL NEW
GAS rACK UNIT

I F. H. A. APPROVED
•

Smallman Sheet Metal
FULTON, KY.

PHONE 472-1912

CASH
OR
CHARGE,
DADDY?

Sickness doesn't check credit references before it strikes. What a comfort to realize
that emergency health services are not on a cash-only basis. You become a charge
customer when your doctor bills you for his services attar you have received his
care. For your day-today health care, the credit he extends you is based on reports
he receives from the local credit bureau — the same reports other professional and
business people in your community consult.
Good credit is important to you and easy to enjoy. Just see that you pay as agreea
— promptly when due, in correct amounts — and your local credit bureau records
will reflect your integrity. Furthermore, if you should move to any city across the
nation, you would want credit there. No problem, your good credit history is quickly
available to the local credit bureau through its professional affiliation with the
Associated Credit Bureaus of America, Inc

OFTEN. WISELY.
AND IN SICKNESS

USE VOWS CREDIT
IN

WEALTH

TRI-COUNTY CREDIT BUREAU
L. E. BATTS, Manager
MEMBER - ASSOCIATED CRED IT BUREAUS OF AMERICA
Nation Wide "Bonded" Collection Service
Nation Wide Reporting Service
FULTON, KENTUCKY
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
Phone 479-2941
Phone 885-3011
Phone 587-2326

111111111111111111111

1111111111

'Fulton, Ky.
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Pictured here is the beautiful roRxrowN suite
Double Dresser

$119.88

Chest

$ 77.88

Panel Bed

$ 44.88

Night Stand

$ 32.88
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1008 Triple

Dresser w/Mirror

$139.88

1

1013 High
Chest
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$99.81
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Jewelry Chest
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CARPET

LIVING BOOM SUITES
2 Piece Hide A Beds

$148.88

2 Piece Sofa Beds

$ 69.95

501 Nylon

$4.99 Sq. Yd.

Kitchen Carpet

$4.95 to $8.50 Sq. Yd.

Cushion Floor

$2.25 Sq. Yd.

Vinyl
Heavy Weight Linoleum

$1.10 Sq. Yd.
79c Sq. Yd.
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I've ever k
will win
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about 50 p
crats will
about the s
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enough vo
We'll buy 1

Maple Poster Bedroom Suite

$169.95

APPLIANCES

Veneer Modern

$ 88.88

Speed Queen Automatic Washer _____

$179.95

Admiral 14 Foot 2-Door Refrigerator

$178.00

Admiral 30" Electric Range

$149.95
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(cont

$149.95

Early American Suites

BED ROOM SUITES

MISCELLANEOUS
22 Inch 3 Horsepower Lawn Mower

$49.95
(a set) $39.95

Mattress & Box Spring
Baby Beds With Mattress

$29.95
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EASY TERMS

WADE"

Phone

472-150,1,

#
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